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ABSTRACT
THE PRAYER PRACTICES OF PASTORS
by
James Arthur Bradshaw
The purpose of this study was to learn how pastors pursue the call of prayer in life
and ministry. The major presupposition is that prayer expresses a growing relationship
with God.
During the months ofAugust through December 2000, 1 interviewed thirty United
Methodist pastors in the Greater Orlando area.
Findings show most pastors believe they are too busy to pray; adversity reminds
pastors of their deeper need for God through prayer; the presence of God in prayer comes
most often through the means of grace and especially through corporate worship; and,
mentors give the greatest influence on practicing prayer.
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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
I have always regarded prayer to be vitally important in the Hfe of a Christian,
even more intently for a pastor. Throughout my life and ministry, I have strived to
practice prayer with integrity, yet 1 have experienced emptiness in my prayer life, going
through the motions but having little effect upon my disposition at the start of a day.
Also I know from conversation that other pastors do not pray as they believe they should.
This suggests potential negative consequences for our calling. "Nothing so reveals the
defective spiritual life in minister and congregation as the lack of believing and unceasing
prayer" (Murray vi). How can one faithfully discharge the duties of a pastor, let alone
live as a faithful Christian, apart from a meaningful life of prayer?
Personal Background
In the course of fourteen years ofministry, 1 have experienced deep
discouragement concerning the fulfillment of the great commission (Matt. 28:18-20) in
my life and ministry. In these verses Jesus speaks to his disciples saying,
All authority in heaven and on earth have been given to me.
Therefore, go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit and
teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And
surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.
1 am called to make disciples, yet 1 have not experienced a significant multiplication of
disciples through my life and ministry. 1 continually struggle with this as 1 wonder, "Why
am I not making disciples at the level like 1 believe Scripture asks ofme?" "Where am I
lacking?" "Where is the local church lacking?" "What must be done to change this?"
The Scripture says that all authority in heaven and on earth has been given to the
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Risen Christ, therefore, Jesus, who sits at the right hand of the Father, is not lacking
anything on his part towards the making of disciples. IfGod has called me to make
disciples of Jesus, then certainly he will help me towards achieving this goal. In some
ways he already has. He has given me the Holy Spirit to live the Christian life, to be
disciplined in pursuing the means of grace, to preach the gospel, to work with all kinds of
people, and to love them. I am grateful for the Lord in using me towards helping people
to consider Christ, to accept Jesus as their Savior, and to draw even closer to the Son of
God as their Lord. Although 1 have much room for improvement, I can testify to God's
progressive work in my life in these areas.
I believe that the great commission involves more than this. In particular I
struggle with the goal of a sustaining work of discipleship. By this I mean a concerted,
rippling effect of disciple making starting from a core and moving out towards an ever-
expanding circle of relationships. I have not seen this happening in any United Methodist
church where I have served either as a lay person or as a pastor, yet I see this picture
becoming a reality for those churches where discipleship is taken seriously. Second
Timothy 2:2 confirms this picture: "And the things you have heard me say in the
presence ofmany witnesses entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach
others." Certainly the book ofActs also confirms this with the initial planting of
churches starting from Jerusalem and extending to the ends of the earth. I believe I am
called to lead a church in discipleship according to this picture.
A Pastoral Challenge
I began my ministry with a strong commitment to prayer and Bible reading as a
daily discipline. Through such means of grace, I heard God's call to ministry. To date
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that discipHne has not changed. However my fervency and focus has been challenged
over time with those disciplines. Too often I am more committed to keeping the
disciplines for my spiritual vanity than to fervently seek God. This has not only resulted
from the usual atrophy from a ritualistic routine but, 1 believe, also from discouragement
in ministry that has at times beaten down my faith and diminished my expectations. 1 fear
1 am not alone in this experience. Every pastor must deal with discouragement in
ministry. If discouragement affects our faith, then certainly it will affect our prayer life.
As a result something has to give concerning the prayer practices of pastors. Either
pastors grow in their prayer lives and perspective for effective Christian ministry in union
with the Holy Spirit or they allow their spiritual formation practices to slowly ebb away
into meaninglessness as they depend more and more upon their own strength for ministry.
This results often in some kind of resignation.
The following statistics highlight the problem of pastors allowing their prayer life
to digress into insignificance. A study by Leadership magazine indicates that pastors sajy
they pray an average of six hours per week; however, those who actually logged their
time in prayer averaged four and one-half hours per week (Rowell 88). A study of 572
pastors showed that 57 percent pray fewer than twenty minutes a day (Wagner 78-79).
Such numbers suggest that the majority of American pastors ignore the importance of
prayer practices that lead to a vital relationship with Christ for ministry through the Holy
Spirit. John Maxwell summarizes this well when he says:
Most pastors and their churches across the country are currently
starving in the area of prayer. One evangelical pastor, speaking
about his own denomination, said, "In Acts chapter two, they
prayed for ten days. Peter preached for ten minutes and 3,000 were
saved. Today, churches pray for ten minutes, preach for ten days
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and three get saved." (10)
What has caused this problem of prayerlessness? Can pastors neglect personal and
corporate prayer while still expecting God to work through their ministry for a spiritual
harvest?
Ministry as Career
1 see two tracks ofministry as options before me. The first choice describes
ministry in terms of a professional career. In this fast track, 1 am told to do whatever 1
can to get results. Business looks at the bottom line. In the local church the bottom line
can mean more people in worship, Sunday school, small groups, and more impressive
buildings. This track says that whoever has the most baptisms and offerings wins the
most recognitions, the most salary increases, and the most promotions. Although the
bottom line describes a valid means of accountability, it is not the only one nor
necessarily the best one.
Whenever I read some Christian leadership and church growth literature, I find
myself tempted to put together a winning formula for my church that corresponds with
this fast track ofministry. Then, I am reminded by the failed ministries of some ofmy
coUegues who have been tempted into this fast track thinking that emphasizes results
more than faithfulness. I know personally one former pastor who became unfaithful to
his now former wife and another who dropped out from ministry altogether while still in
seminary. In my conversations with them, I discovered that they neglected the needs of
their soul, substituting activity for prayer and a busy schedule for the continual
contemplation of their call to ministry.
A common characteristic of this fast track features an increasing amount of stress
being laid upon pastoral leaders without a means to dissipate it in healthy ways. This
stress builds upon the heroic idea, "If it is going to be, then it is up to me." Fast track
pastors depend more upon their own developing abilities to fulfill an ever increasing
demand upon their time in ministry than on God. A strong commitment to prayer takes
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away from their valuable time to accomplish more and more on their already overfilled
schedule, yet in doing such, they neglect the One who called them into ministry at the
start. Like the Galatians in the New Testament, they have been fooled so quickly into
thinking that God's grace is not sufficient, that ministry depends upon them.
Bill Hybels refers to ministering on this track in his book. Too Busy Not to Pray.
In it he testifies to his own depth of spiritual dryness due to busyness that led to his
neglect of personal prayer (9). He begins the book by saying, "Prayer is an unnatural
activity," that we instead tend to value self-reliance and self-sufficiency (7).
Consequently, he believes busyness to be the biggest enemy to prayer (1 00). Busyness
perpetuates itself as a high cultural value (the busier you are, the more important you are)
that squelches the importance of prayer. Hybels uses the analogy of an engine running
fast and slow. He says that the higher the RPMs for an engine over an extended period of
time, the greater possibility for damage due to overheating. In comparison he says that
the higher the RPMs in ministry over an extended period of time, the greater possibility
for breakdown due to the neglect of being restored spiritually by God (123-25).
Eugene Peterson agrees that most pastoral work today erodes prayer (43). Being
somewhat vain, pastors think too highly of their importance which leads them to give in
to the "Messiah Complex" too often (18). This keeps them from prayer. He says that
being busy is not devotion but defection from God-an act of adultery (17)! Peterson says
we also become busy because we are lazy, letting others set our schedule (18).
Yet this life of busyness that appears as being important appeals to most pastors,
including myself We falsely think we can quickly gain success without suffering any of
the fallout because we have discovered "a better way" to deal with our stress (often in the
form of quick devotions, quick exercises, quick lunches, quick etc.). We forget that
God's ways are not our ways and that our ways are never better than God's no matter how
new and ingenious they may be. Unrealistic expectations, the inability to see how God is
working when the statistics are declining, and a spiritual version of immediate
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gratification aH undermine a sense ofGod's favor and blessing for an anointed ministry.
Consequently 1 believe this track ofministry is a lie from the evil one.
Ministry as Calling
The second choice describes ministry in terms of calling. God's timing and God's
way describe this track. Moses was eighty y^ws, old when God finally began to use him
for his purposes. What was God doing in Moses for those eighty years? I believe those
years prepared him for the particular purpose God had for his life. His years of living in
the palace in Egypt were not in vain, nor were the years living in humility in Midian. By
the time he turned eighty years old, Moses had just begun to learn that he could not lead
the people of Israel out of bondage in Egypt to worship their God apart from divine
intervention. He would learn this again and again as he sought (sometimes begrudgingly)
to fijlfill God's calling upon his life.
Unlike the first one, this track requires patience. "The Lord's patience means
salvation" (2 Pet. 3:15). Moses only began to fulfill his call after eighty years! This is
the narrow path, consisting of delayed gratification that requires faith to be tested and
nurtured to higher levels of appropriation, all for the glory of God! Even when Moses
faced trials and conflicts, God drew closer to him through them all. Often he learned
about priorities. One such lesson came from his father-in-law, Jethro. In Exodus 18:19-
20 he advised Moses to delegate his responsibilities to other leaders under him so that he
could primarily be the representative to God for the Israelites (prayer) and to teach them
the law (ministry of the word). This lesson promotes a growing prayer life for a dynamic
relationship with God. I believe this track proves to be the most faithful and spiritually
fulfilling in the long run. The specifics of this second track will be considered in Chapter
2.
How do pastors get on this track and stay on it? Rev. Dick Wills, pastor of Christ
United Methodist Church in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, has experienced both tracks of
ministry. In his book. Waking to God's Dream, he cites the following statistic: "Of the
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thirty pastors ordained with me in 1 965 only three of us are still in our geographical area
and active in ministry today" (78). He has seen many pastors exit the ministry after
failing to succeed on the first track. He himself lived on the first track successfully
through strong determinafion and a "know-how" spirit in his first appointments. That.
changed in 1 986 when Wills came to a church situation in Fort Lauderdale that
challenged him beyond his capability. Through this struggle and a spiritual experience on
a retreat to Africa in 1991, he has been successfully changing from the career to the
calling track ofministry.
In reflection he believes that pastors usually chose to do one of three things
through their experiences in the life of the church: fall to the temptation to exit the
ministry; settle for the status quo in ministry; or, struggle for the deeper things of God for
themselves and their congregations (Wills 77-80). While many may exit and too few
others may choose to struggle for the deeper things ofGod, the remainder usually settle
for a professional career ofministry that may promise some material benefits-what Wills
calls "peace at any price" (77). From the beginning of their ministry through the end,
pastors must make a choice to pursue the difficult path of continual spiritual
transformation for themselves and their congregations.
Fortunately Dick Wills testifies in his book about his experience in learning to
persist in prayer for those who desire to fulfill God's purpose in both life and ministry.
This testimony can be true for any pastor who truly wants God's best in ministry
regardless ofworldly comparisons.
Biblical Examples
The Bible gives character examples ofprayer and ministries. These biblical
characters show that apart from prayer they could not fulfill their calling to ministry.
Jesus
Jesus gives the supreme example for the importance of prayer in relationship to
his Father that leads to faithful ministry. Before Jesus began his public ministry, he was
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baptized in the Jordan River by John the Baptist, and the Holy Spirit descended upon him
as a dove. This event is quite significant, preceding a rigorous three-year endeavor of
prayer and ministry. Jesus' relationship with the Father and^t Holy Spirit impacted his
ministry on earth.
Immediately after his water and Spirit baptism, Jesus entered the wilderness.
There he prayed and fasted for forty days in preparation for public ministry as found in
Matthew 4:1-11.
Then Jesus was led by the Spirit into the desert to be tempted
by the devil. After fasting forty days and fory nights, he was
hungry. The tempter came to him and said, "If you are the Son of
God, tell these stones to become bread."
Jesus answered, "It is written: 'Man does not live on bread
alone, but on every word that comes from the mouth of God.'"
Then the devil took him to the holy city and had him stand on
the highest point of the temple. "If you are the Son ofGod," he
said, "throw yourself down. For it is written:
'He will comand his angels concerning you, and
they will lift you up in their hands, so that you will
not strike your foot against a stone.'"
Jesus answered him, "It is also written: 'Do not put the Lord
your God to the test.'"
Again, the devil took him to a very high mountain and showed
him all the kingdoms of the world and their splendor. "All this I
will give you," he said, "if you will bow down and worship me."
Jesus said to him, "Away from me, Satan! For it is written:
'Worship the Lord your God, and serve him only.'"
Then the devil left him, and angels came and attended him.
This passage reveals that the spiritual battle comes most often when one enters
into ministry for God. Through these temptations Jesus from the start dealt with the
obstacles that lead people astray from a healthy, prayerful relationship with God. Notice
though that he first was empowered by the Holy Spirit even before facing these
temptations.
In the first temptation (turn the stones to bread), he learned to trust in the Father
for the spiritual food of heaven over the temporal food of earth. To minister effectively
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pastors must be anointed by God. That anointing is nourished by spiritual food gained by
the means of grace. When Jesus hungered physically he learned to hunger and thirst for
the presence of the Father who would provide for his needs. Through fasting Jesus
teaches us to depend upon the Father for both pur physical and spiritual strength. Thus
Jesus could say later: "Seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things
will be given to you as well" (Matt. 6:33).
In the second temptation (show yourself to be great), Jesus learned to have a
healthy understanding of his identity in relationship to his Father. He had a healthy self-
awareness ofwho he was without being arrogant. He knew that to exalt himselfwas
foolish (Jesus said in John 8:54, "If I glorify myself, my glory means nothing"). To prove
to himself, to others, and to God that he was something special by spectacular feats would
not exemplify faith but vanity. Instead he would allow his daily life and ministry testify
concerning who he was. In submission he would let the Father direct his actions in
ministry. Thus Jesus could say later: "For whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and
whoever humbles himselfwill be exalted" (Matt. 23:12).
In the third temptation (worship other gods), Jesus learned to always give the
Father first place in his heart. Jesus lived in a world made by God that offered many
opportunities to gain power and experience pleasure. The attractions of this world could
easily distract the focus of any dedicated person, and history lists many who have lost
their way because of them. Yet Jesus knew who was in control, who gave him the
purpose ofhis life and who always rewarded those who diligently seek God by faith.
Thus as he faced betrayal, arrest, torture, and death, Jesus could pray: "Not as I will, but
as you will" (Matt. 26:39).
Therefore through a constant life of prayer, Jesus illustrated a healthy dependence
upon the Father and the Spirit for spiritual effectiveness in ministry. The Father led and
the Spirit empowered Jesus' life and ministry. His life showed an unwavering fervency
and devotion to prayer. His whole ministry was an act ofprayer-particularly healings,
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miracles, and the casting out of demons. His prayer practices sought God for direction in
the day at hand and for the Holy Spirit to overcome evil through his ministry. He
proactively prayed, preparing himself for what he would encounter next. At one point he
prayed so intensely that "his sweat was like drops of blood falling to the ground" (Luke
22:44). In contrast we can relate too often to the disciples who fell asleep after Jesus
asked them to watch and pray (Matt. 26:38, 40).
As indicated in Mark 1 :35 Jesus often withdrew to solitude for prayer (also Matt.
14:13, 23; Mark 6:46; Luke 6:12; John 6:15). This illustrated his practice of taking
priority time for prayer where he would get both spiritual rest and spiritual strength.
Likewise pastors need to stop their busyness for God with regular times of silence,
meditation upon God's Word, and conversation with God. Unfortunately a lack of such
scheduled time undermines ministry. When the disciples asked Jesus why they could not
cast out the demon in the boy he said, "This kind can come out only by prayer [and
fasting]" (Mark 9:28-29). God encourages withdrawal from the constant demands of
ministry which sap our strength and in its place he invites renewal in his presence that
supports future ministry to others.
From Jesus' practices we can observe the cycle ofministry encounters and rest.
Ironically as the scribes and Pharisees derided him about breaking the Sabbath, he was
actually fulfilling it by his example of prayer and ministry. How he did this can be seen
from two examples in chapter fourteen of the book ofMatthew. In verse thirteen we read
that when Jesus heard about the beheading of John the Baptist: "He withdrew by boat
privately to a solitary place." This was not a time for Jesus to minister nor teach. He
needed to reflect upon the loss of his forerunner John the Baptist (who had decreased to
the point of death so that Jesus might increase) while also considering his own fate in the
future. Upon whose strength did he lean at such time? He withdrew into the presence of
his Father. In this time he reflected, rested, and became restored. He received spiritual
and physical strength so that when the crowds caught up with him, he miraculously fed
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the five thousand. After this we read in verse twenty-three: "He went up on a
mountainside by himself to pray." Jesus retreats again to solitude looking to the Father
for restoration and direction. Jesus obviously had a keen sense of his need to repair often
between teaching and ministry. He did not minister on empty but out of an overflow of
the Spirit running through him nurtured by his practice of prayer.
Jesus taught his disciples how to pray not only by practice but by precept. For
example he gave to them what is traditionally called "The Lord's Prayer." This prayer
comes from Matthew 6:9-12:
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name, your kingdom
come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven. Give us today
our daily bread. Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our
debtors. And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from the
evil one.
By following this model of prayer, the disciples of Jesus would learn how to best
approach God with their concerns for life and ministry. 1 will discuss later the application
of this prayer in Chapter 2.
In Luke 18:1 Jesus also taught the importance of enduring in prayer by telling the
parable of the widow and the unjust judge. He knew that prayer was not an easy
discipline. He also knew the disciples of every age would be tempted to quit praying as
they could not always see immediately the difference praying makes. Prayer requires
patience and perseverance. This presumes continual faith. Maybe that is why the Apostle
Paul wrote to pray without ceasing (1 Thess. 5:17). We see by both precept and example
that Jesus showed the disciples the benefits of enduring prayer.
The Apostles
After observing Jesus' devotional life and experiencing the power of his
resurrection, the apostles were sold on the priority of prayer. Between Jesus' ascension
and the Spirit's arrival on Pentecost, the apostles prayed fervently and continually (Acts
1:14). With the first converts, they instructed them in continual prayer (Acts 2:42). No
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wonder their decision in Acts 6:4 about the priorities ofministry include prayer ("We will
turn this responsibility over to them and will give our attention to prayer and the ministry
of the word"). They committed themselves to prayer and ministering the word of the
Lord to precede other acts of service. Prayer then was basic to ministry for the first
pastors. Before God calls to ministry God calls first to prayer. Through prayer we meet
with God so that his redeeming presence may first minister to us and then through us.
Paul taught the importance ofprayer throughout his letters. Consider the
following scripture verses, first from his greetings:
I always thank God for you because of his grace given you in
Christ Jesus. (1 Cor. 1:4)
Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. (2 Cor. 1 :3)
For Paul everything began with prayer because everything began with God. Therefore he
began his letters with reference to prayer.
Next consider prayer's importance from the actual content of his letters:
1 remember you in my prayers at all times; and 1 pray that now at
last by God's will the way may be opened for me to come to you.
(Rom. 1:9-10)
For this reason 1 kneel before the Father. . . 1 pray that out of his
glorious riches he may strengthen you with power through his
Spirit in your inner being. (Eph. 3:14, 16)
And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more
in knowledge and depth of insight. (Phil. 1 :9)
Since the day we hear about you, we have not stopped praying for
you and asking God to fill you with the knowledge of his will
through all spiritual wisdom and understanding. (Col. 1:9)
We pray this so that the name of our Lord Jesus may be glorified in
you, and you in him, according to the grace of our God and the
Lord Jesus Christ. (2 Thess. 1:12)
In prayer Paul connected all relationships to God. Through prayer he interceded
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for the benefit of others. By praying for others, Paul blessed them in their
relationship with God and one another.
Finally consider his instructions about how to pray:
And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and
requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying
for all the saints. Pray also for me. (Eph. 6:18-19)
Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. (Phil. 4:6)
Pray continually. (1 Thess. 5:17)
I urge, then, first of all, that requests, prayers, intercession and
thanksgiving be made for everyone. (1 Tim. 2:1)
Paul knew that prayer to our heavenly Father did not come naturally for anyone.
Therefore he instructed fellow Christians to know the resource of prayer (the Holy Spirit),
the width of prayer (everyone and everything), the timing of prayer (always), the attitude
of prayer (thanksgiving), and the results ofprayer (peace with God).
Paul's testimony of prayer's priority falls in line with Jesus and the other apostles.
In Paul's letters we find wide application ofprayer. In prayer we offer praise and give
thanks to God. We also give thanks for others as we intercede on their behalf before God.
In prayer we look to God for strength and spiritual growth not only for ourselves but also
for others. Through prayer we approach God concerning all matters knowing that God
will do what is best for us and others. Then we will have the peace of God rule in our
hearts by such acts of faith (Phil. 4:7).
James' exhortations to prayer supports its importance as well:
Is any one of you in trouble? He should pray. Is anyone of you
happy? Let him sing songs of praise. Is anyone of you sick? He
should call the elders of the church to pray over him and anoint
him with oil in the name of the Lord. And the prayer offered in
faith will make the sick person well; the Lord will raise him up. If
he has sinned, he will be forgiven. Therefore confess your sins to
each other and pray for each other so that you may be healed. The
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prayer of a righteous man is powerful and effective. (Jas. 1:13-16)
Here James includes both the dimension of confession as part of our practice of prayer in
ministry and having others pray for us. He also makes us think about what makes prayer
powerful and effective. In the verses that follow he illustrates using Elijah and
highlighting his faith. Therefore the practice of e/feciive^myex has much to do with
faith. Consequently, the prayer lives of pastors may honestly reflect their faith. Their
prayer life expresses their deep hope in God. It gives the evidence ofwhat they do not
see with their natural eyes but do with their spiritual eyes.
1 believe the New Testament does not know of any ministry apart from prayer.
True ministry extends the presence and care ofGod from one to another. How can that be
done apart from first communing with God? In prayer we speak to God, and we listen to
God as well. A prayerful ministry is the only kind ofministry that seeks, receives, and
extends the true anointing ofGod.
Context of the Study
1 sought to discover examples of pastors who have taken seriously the call to pray
and to lead their congregations to pray also for the sake ofministry. In particular I
interviewed United Methodist pastors from the Central Florida area, most of them within
a fifty-mile radius ofOrlando. The pastors represented the various kinds of churches in
the Florida Annual Conference. Approximately one-third of the churches are dying
(continual attendance and membership decline over a sustained period of time), one-third
are stagnant (maintaining attendance, membership, and budget needs), and one-third are
growing. Orlando itself represents a fast-growing metropolitan area with urban,
suburban, and envirormiental challenges. The problems that come with homelessness,
child neglect, ethnic-minority prejudice, changing neighborhoods, and prosperity
influence the overall ministry of the United Methodist Church in Florida.
The analysis of the interviews discovered how these pastors overcame obstacles
and embraced instances to grow in their prayer lives. Also the analysis discovered any
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common factors that help and hinder the pursuit of prayer.
This study has also encouraged me to focus upon practicing a life of prayer, not
based upon legalism but upon God's grace drawing me ever closer to God. Indeed my
call to ministry has become more refined as a call to prayer on behalf of those to whom 1
serve.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of the proposed study was to explore the ways in which pastors'
prayer lives develop over the duration of their ministries. I proposed to gain information
not yet gathered by other researchers about the prayer lives ofAmerican pastors. Many
have given the numbers about how long pastors pray. Paloma and Gallup have
researched the ways Americans pray (such as meditative, colloquial, ritual and
petitionary) in The Varieties of Prayer (62). However 1 have found little information
concerning how pastors today pray in particular and how their prayer habits have changed
for better or for worse over the lifetime of their ministry.
Through this study a number of questions were explored. The study attempted to
discover how pastors overcame their discouragement in prayer and gained the motivation
to deepen their prayer lives. It also hoped to discover how their experience of the Holy
Spirit has fueled their fervency in prayer. The study tried to find a positive correlation
among pastors who both pray fervently and experience the true anointing of the Holy
Spirit, having God's favor in their ministry. Finally it hoped to discover their track of
ministry and the common attitudes that correspond with it.
Research Questions
1 . What are pastors' past and current prayer practices?
2. In what ways have pastors changed their prayer practices over the duration of
their ministry?
3. What roadblocks/obstacles have pastors encountered in their prayer lives?
4. What facilitating conditions have influenced pastors' prayer practices?
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5. What are the observable patterns and/or transitions that have occurred over the
years they have prayed?
6. How has God transformed pastors' lives through prayer since they began
ministry?
Definition of Terms
Anointing 'xs defmed as the evidence ofGod's presence working through someone
to accomplish his redemptive purposes. Those with the anointing minister under God's
power and not their own, manifesting God's favor and blessing. In particular they
minister in the power of God's Spirit for salvific purposes (see Isa. 61:1-2). God
demonstrates the anointing first with a harvest of righteousness that prepares for a harvest
of souls (see Matt. 3:2-3). Though many may minister successfully with various gifts and
abilities, those with God's anointing are ordained to produce "fruit that will last" (John
15:16).
Ca//ing\% defined as one's special vocation in life. In particular regard to pastors,
calling refers to ministry with the purpose of building up the body of Christ for the sake
of the kingdom of God. Pastors' calling leads to their ministry. The calling usually
precedes
the anointing for ministry (e.g., Elisha's calling in 1 Kings 19 and his anointing in 2 Kings
2).
Contemplativeprayer diQ^zxSkiQ's, the moments when people sense God's presence
around them with affirmation and instruction. At this point ofprayer we hear God
personally speak to us, usually with a still, small voice from inside us-Holy Spirit.
Facilitatingconditions diXt those habits, attitudes, and expectations that
encourage pastors to make prayer a top priority in their lives and ministries. These
facilitating conditions may consist of personal examples, disciplines, and other means of
encouragement.
Fasti'ngvatawi, going without something that is properly available for our use.
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enjoyment, or consumption. Most fasting involves going without food for a particular
length of time, from one meal to many days. This includes abstainance from particular
items.
LectioDivina '\% a practice of spiritual formation that finds its begirming with the
spiritual reading of Scripure and other sacred texts. Through spiritual reading the goal is
to encounter God's word so to be formed into Christ's image. The process of lectio
dmnaxm^j be summarized in the steps of reading, meditation, oral prayer, and
contemplation.
Meansofgrace dxe those ordinary acts of piety that remind us ofGod's presence
in our lives and in the world around us. The means of grace can be found in the Bible and
through the tradition of the Church. They can be private or corporate. They include, but
are not limited to, prayer, Bible reading, fasting, holy communion, baptism, and public
worship.
Obstacles toprayerart those habits, attitudes, and expectations that lead pastors
to keep prayer from being a top priority. Such obstacles find their origin in our sinful
nature, falling to the temptations ofpride, lust, and selfishness.
Pastorsaxe defmed as the spiritual leaders of churches. They preach the Word of
God, administer the sacraments, and give direction for their churches. The gifts of
individual pastors may vary, but all have these three major responsibilities.
Prayer language '\% defined as the ability to pray in an unlearned language, such
as what the Apostle Paul refered to in 1 Corinthians 14:14-15. The Holy Spirit helps us
pray through the manifestation of this gift.
Prayerso/confession xxvcXwdie moments of agreement with God concerning our
state of sinfulness and need for forgiveness.
PlayersofIntercession mzXwdiQ petitions on behalf of others.
Prayerpracticesaxt defined as those acts of piety that correspond to the divine-
human communication. These include the classical spiritual disciplines of the church and
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other experiences of prayer through the name of Jesus. They also involve prayers that
come not only from the mind but from our inner being (our spirit) with a deeper sense of
who we are in relationship to God through Christ, our Savior and Lord. They include
private and corporate experiences ofprayer. The types of prayer practices include, but are
not limited to, meditation, petition, intercession, thanksgiving, praise, and contemplation.
J^ayersymbols'\xvz\\xdie those items that stimulate prayerful and meditative
thought, such as a cross or various kinds of religious art.
Spin'fualformation is the development of the soul in relation to God. Through
spiritual formation God shapes a person into a willful servant and a child of God who
seeks to please the Father. Spiritual formation is a cooperative and gradual endeavor
between God and a person. A key to spiritual formation is the use of the means of grace.
fFn'tien/memor/zedprayersmchxAs. those passed on throughout the tradition of
the Church. These come from Scripture as well as from famous prayers written by the
Church throughout its history.
Methodology
A descriptive study using a semi-structured interview protocol was conducted.
The research instrument was the interviewer, and the interview questions were devised
from the research questions concerning how pastors develop their prayer practices. The
analysis attempts to answer the research questions.
Subjects and Criteria
Pastors of local churches respresented the subjects interviewed. The criteria used
for selecting these subjects included pastors currently in ministry within the Florida
Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. This ensured some continuity in the
application of the research to a specifically designated group.
Another criterion is based upon limitations in travel time. Pastors appointed to
churches within the area of their residence, the greater Orlando metropolitan area, were
primarily selected. A few subjects ministered beyond a fifty-mile radius ofOrlando in
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order to meet all criteria.
A final criterion ensured that the subjects represented diversity within the United
Methodist Church. The selection included a cross section of pastors representing
diversity in their gender, ethnicity, age, and conference affiliation. Thirty pastors were
interviewed.
Instrumentation
After gaining permission to interview the pastor, a date and time was set. The
interviewee received instructions to set aside one hour for the interview. Most interviews
took place at the pastor's office, although a few happened at some other convenient
locations. Each interview recorded received consent from the interviewee. The tapes
were transcribed to a word processor. Next the data was analyzed by putting responses
into categories and by responding to the research questions.
Delimitations/Limitations
The geographical area may present a bias concerning the thoughts and practices of
prayer as opposed to living in other places of the United States. The interviews do not
necessarily reflect the prayer practices of other pastors throughout the world such as those
in South Korea whose average prayer time far exceeds pastors elsewhere (Wagner 79).
Selecting only United Methodists from Florida limited the representation of prayer
practices and experiences from pastors of all traditions, let alone United Methodists from
other cultures, locations, and other influences.
Importance
This study contributes to the understanding of how pastors develop their prayer
practices throughout their ministry. As a result 1 hope pastors will learn from this study
the pitfalls to avoid that discourage the practice of prayer on the negative side and on the
positive side the patterns that encourage their growth in prayer.
Overview
Chapter 2 reviews the Bible, the Wesleyan tradition, and some current authors
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concerning the importance ofprayer in the Hfe and ministry of a pastor. It also reviews
the literature in how to do an interview. Chapter 3 gives more details for the discovery
process in how pastors practice their prayer lives in the face ofministry. Chapter 4
describes the findings from the analysis of the interviews. Chapter 5 concludes with an
application of eliminating the major obstacles and adopting the facilitating condtions that
develop an effective life ofprayer for a pastor.
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CHAPTER!
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Can pastors minister apart from prayer? This happens too often among American
pastors today. Although good things are happening in American churches, what is the
lasting spiritual quality of any ministry that neglects prayer as a priority? The research
hoped to find examples of pastors who through a life ofprayer impact the lives of their
families and parishioners alike according to the power of the gospel. Too often we hear
about pastors who fall out of the ministry. Can pastors grow in their life ofprayer
towards becoming even more effective ministers?
"Prayerless ministry" will lead to "prayerless" fruit that will not remain. Jesus
told his disciples in John 15:16: "You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed
you to go and bear ixmi-fruit (hat m7//ast [emphasis mine]." Pastors will bear fruit that
will last when they walk with God as evident by their life ofprayer. Although 1 myself
have much room for personal growth in prayer, I have become convinced of its
importance and relevance to ministry through the testimony of Scripture and other
witnesses.
Biblical Literature for the Priority ofPrayer in Ministry
In Acts 6: 1 -4 we read.
In those days when the number of disciples was increasing, the
Grecian Jews among them complained against the Hebraic Jews
because their widows were being overlooked in the daily
distribution of food. So the Twelve gathered all the disciples
together and said, "It would not be right for us to neglect the
ministry of the word ofGod in order to wait on tables. Brothers,
choose seven men from among you who are known to be full of the
Spirit and wisdom. We will turn this responsibility over to them
and will give our attention to prayer and the ministry of the word."
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From this passage we can make the following observations.
First the responsibilities of "the Twelve" were continually increasing. More and
more disciples were coming under their care. Their ministry continually expanded and
became more demanding. In particular here the author specified the ministry to the
widows within the Church family. In his first letter to Timothy, Paul comments that the
Church is responsible to care for believing widows who have no family members to
watch over them (5:3-15). This echoes God's concern for widows as written in the Old
Testament (e.g., Deut. 14:29: "And the widows who live in your town, may come and eat
and be satisfied"). This ministry to the widows fulfilled one of the missions of the early
Church. It deserved the attention of the spiritual leaders.
Second they were already committed to the ministry of the word of God as the
priority of their ministry. In fact this priority spawned an ever-demanding ministry given
the context of the activity preceding this passage. Up to this point, the ministry of the
word included both preaching the gospel of Jesus Christ and teaching new disciples what
Jesus had taught them (e.g., Acts 5:42: "Day after day, in the temple courts and from
house to house, they never stopped teaching and proclaiming the good news that Jesus is
the Christ"). This fulfilled the mandate to make disciples and testified to the work of the
Holy Spirit to make them witnesses to all who had ears to hear. Their first offering of
ministry involved the word of God.
Third, polifically sensitive issues demanded spiritually wise leadership to make
important decisions. This would not be the only time when the Church would struggle
about making decisions about practices, particularly around ethnic issues. In Acts 15 the
Church would eventually deal with the division between Gentile and Jewish Christians
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concerning their customs, Hfestyles, morals, and religious traditions. The spiritual
leadership could not make significant progress with the issue at hand apart from the
wisdom of the Holy Spirit gained through prayer.
Fourth the spiritual leaders consulted with each other before addressing the issue
with the larger group of disciples. They needed to have a common mind of spiritual
discernment before presenting their decision to their congregation. They looked for input
from among each other, respecting the work of the Holy Spirit through the various parts
of the body ofChrist. The twelve apostles needed their collective spiritual insight to
work through this decision.
Fifth they stuck with their convictions about giving attention first to prayer and
the ministry of the word. Their three years with Jesus obviously influenced them with
these convictions. In Acts 2:42 the priorities that the apostles set for the first converts
since Pentecost included prayer ("They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching, and
to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer"). As pastors are today, they
were challenged with the distraction ofmany demands; however in this instance with the
help of the Holy Spirit, they resisted the temptation to give the distractions power over
their priorities.
Finally the apostles connect the practice of prayer to the ministry of the word.
The text suggests that some kind of relationship exists between the two. Could a strong
commitment to prayer complement an anointed ministry of the word? The various kinds
of prayer connected to ministry throughout the book ofActs substantiate this, as shown in
the following pages.
With these convictions the apostles wisely delegated this work of caring for the
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widows to the rising spiritual leaders among them. These new leaders received the
opportunity to exercise their faithfulness in ministry. They too would have the
responsibility to delegate further the details of this ministry to the widows. Later we
discover that one of these leaders, Stephen, grows in his commitment to Christ whereby
he eventually ministers the word of God to the point of becoming the first Christian
martyr. While the first steps of any Christian ministry often begin with simple acts of
compassionate service, nothing can replace the ministry of the word. Maybe that is why
the Apostle Paul said, "Follow the way of love and eagerly desire spiritual gifts,
especially the gift ofprophecy" (1 Cor. 14:1).
Concerning the priority ofprayer and the ministry of the word with the delegation
ofministries to others by a spiritual leader, Jethro's advice to Moses serves as a
precedent.
You must be the people's representative before God and bring their
disputes to him. Teach them the decrees and laws, and show them
the way to live and the duties they are to perform. But select
capable men from all the people-men who fear God, trustworthy
men who hate dishonest gain-and appoint them as officials over
thousands, hundreds, fifties and tens. Have them serve as judges
for the people at all times, but have them bring every difficult case
to you; the simple cases they can decide themselves. (Exod.
18:19b-22a)
Moses' dialog with God throughout Exodus illustrated him being "the people's
representafive before God," often interceding on their behalf (e.g., Exod. 32:1 1-13). This
corresponds to the priority ofprayer. In addition his teaching responsibilities certainly
correspond to the ministry of the word.
My concern here is not so much with the priority of the word as it is with prayer.
How did the apostles practice prayer? How did the apostles come to have the practice of
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prayer as a growing priority, and what experiences did they have that led them to this? 1
plan to answer the first question by looking at the apostles' prayer practices individually,
within a group, and as an application of their ministry. Then 1 plan to answer the second
question by looking at the Apostle Peter in particular, as if 1 was reporting about his
developing prayer practices.
The Practice of Private Prayer
Apart from finding Peter praying alone on the roofof the house of Simon the
Tarmer (Acts 10:9), we do not find much description of the apostles' private prayer life in
the book ofActs. This may indicate the following of Jesus' instruction to keep their
personal prayer practices to themselves in contrast to the scribes and the Pharisees.
And when you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, for they love to
pray standing in the synagogues and on the street comers to be seen
by men. I tell you the truth, they have received their reward in full.
But when you pray, go into your room, close the door and pray to
your Father, who is unseen. Then your Father, who sees what is
done in secret, will reward you. (Matt. 6:5-6)
The apostles obviously saw Jesus model private prayer in this way. As described
in Chapter 1 , Jesus often went to a lonely place to pray. Quite often it was on a mountain.
At times he spent the whole night in prayer. We do not know to what extent they
followed Jesus' rigorous devotion of private prayer to the Father. However, let us not be
presumptuous to think that they did not strive after his example since we may currently
lack the personal motivation to do so.
1 believe we know little about the apostles' private prayer life because of their
commitment to not boast about it. The Holy Spirit works to keep us humble while
developing within us a life of prayer. The Apostle Paul wrote, "Pray in the Spirit on all
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occasions" (Eph. 6:18). Praying by means of the help of the Holy Spirit has a greater
value than simply praying without such help. In another place Paul wrote that the Holy
Spirit helps us in prayer (Rom. 8:26-27). From experience he must have known the
difference between praying with the Spirit's help and without. A growing prayer life
corresponds to maturity in the Spirit, which includes greater degrees of humility.
In the book ofActs, Paul's personal prayer life is suggested in the story about his
shipwreck on the way to Rome in chapter 27. Paul testifies to an angel visiting him one
evening in the boat during the middle of the storm. He informs the crew ofwhat the
angel said, which includes the statement, "God has graciously given you the lives of all
who sail with you" (Acts 27:24). This implies that Paul had been interceding for their
lives in his own private prayer time. God heard Paul's intercession on behalf of others
and God answered the prayer according to his abundant grace.
Concerning the one reference in the book ofActs where we find Peter praying
privately, we observe that he has an encounter with God (10:9-16). Through this
experience God revealed a vision to Peter. In this vision he received instruction,
correction, and confirmation. Obviously this prayer experience illustrates the exception
more than the rule for personal devotions.
In private prayer we converse with God. Some encounters may be more
spiritually engaging than others. Nevertheless our relationship with God on a personal
and intimate level gains ground through such times of private prayer. We learn to trust
and to hear God's voice, often combined with meditation upon Scripture.
The Practice ofCorporate and Group Prayer
One practice of prayer that we find often in the book ofActs includes those
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involving more than one person. If nothing else these occurrences show the importance
of corporate and group prayer. In each instance we see the significance of praying
together, leading to much spiritual power and effect!
Leadmg up to Pentecost. To begin we find those in Jerusalem waiting in the
upper room for the promise of the Father. The author says, "They all joined together
constantly in prayer" (Acts 1:14). I believe we can safely assume that they practiced this
daily for ten days between Jesus' ascension into heaven and the Holy Spirit's descending
upon them on the day ofPentecost. Further evidence shows that they continued this
practice ofjoining together v(\ prayer even after Pentecost.
On the day ofPentecost, the disciples established devotional practices as
precedent for the life of the Church.
They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching, and to the
fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer. . . . Selling their
possessions and goods they gave to anyone as he had need. Every
day they continued to meet together in the temple courts. They
broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere
hearts, praising God. (Acts 2:42, 45-47a)
They prayed together at the Temple during the established times of prayer at 9 a.m., 12
noon, and 3 p.m. (Miller and Miller 574). We read as an example Acts 3:1 : "One day
Peter and John were going up to the temple at the time ofprayer." We find also that
praying together included times in the home as seen previously in Acts 1:14 and in others
that follow. Consequently, the early Church prayed together xegvXaxXy as part of their
devofion to God.
Peter and John's release from the Sanhedrin. One particularly moving prayer
meeting happened upon the release of Peter and John from the Sanhedrin. When the
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disciples heard their report about the threats of the Sanhedrin, "they raised their voices
/ic^^V/^^'/- [emphasis mine] in prayer to God" (Acts 4:24). At the end of that prayer, the
Holy Spirit came to them in power, shaking the place where they were meeting and
giving to them the ability to speak the word with boldness before their adversaries (Acts
4:31). In this instance we see an immediate and direct connection between prayer and the
manifestation of the Holy Spirit to empower disciples for ministry purposes. When we
pray together over serious and emotional concerns with brothers and sisters in Christ we
become encouraged in the Holy Spirit.
Peter's angelic escape. On another occasion when Herod arrested Peter, the
church interceded for him, having gathered at the house ofMary mother of John Mark.
That night an angel of the Lord appeared to Peter in the prison and set him free. While
praying prayers of intercession for the release of Peter, God surprised them with a swift
answer. They could hardly believe that Peter was the one knocking on the door ofMary's
house that same night (Acts 12:5-12)! Here again we see the amazing answers that God
gives to a group of those who seriously set their minds and hearts to prayer.
Bamabus and Paul's call to the mission field. Once when some prophets and
teachers in the church at Antioch gathered to pray, they heard the Holy Spirit tell them to
set apart Bamabus and Saul for missionary work. At that time they had a prayer meeting,
"worshiping the Lord and fasting" (Acts 13:2). Were they praying all night like Jesus did
on the mountain in Luke 6:12? Were they fasting for an extended period like Jesus did in
Matthew 4:1-11? The group discerned together that the Holy Spirit had special mission
work for Saul and Bamabus. So they then commissioned them in prayer for the work that
God was calling them to do (Acts 13:3). In this instance prayer and fasting among group
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members were the means of grace by which they heard from God. They were first caUed
to fast and pray prior to receiving the eventual call of God for Paul and Bamabus to be set
apart for a specific missionary endeavor.
The Philippian jail prayer meeting. In a Philippian jail, Paul and Silas sang
hymns and prayed together. Then a violent earthquake shook the foundations of the jail.
The prison doors were opened, and the chains on every prisoner came loose. When the
jailer saw this, he was about to kill himself Fortunately, he heard Paul's instmction to
stop and to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ for his salvafion (Acts 16:25-3 1). In this
instance as in others, the prayers of the apostles preceded God's miraculous movement
among them. We often find the apostles praying before ministry moments for God to act
as well as in actual ministry moments to apply God's grace.
The Practice ofPrayer in Ministry to Others
When the apostles prayed for others, they often placed their hands upon them.
The laying on of hands refers to impartation, to give something to someone. The apostles
could only give what they had received themselves: The blessing of a relationship with
God through Jesus Christ as experienced in the person of the Holy Spirit. Ministry
through prayer is an impartation of God's grace from one to another. We see this
spiritual impartation in Acts 3:6 where Peter says to the lame beggar, "Silver or gold I do
not have, but what I have I give you. In the name of Jesus Christ ofNazareth, walk." As
Peter imparted to this beggar healing grace and faith in the name of Jesus, the man
received and walked!
This impartation became evident in Timothy's life. Paul said to him, "Do not
neglect your gift, which was given you through a prophetic message when the body of
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elders laid their hands on you" (1 Tim. 4:14). Through the act of prayer, believers may
impart the blessing of God from themselves to another.
The Samaritans receive the Holy Spirit. In the eighth chapter ofActs, the
Samaritans received the gospel from Philip. Peter and John came from Jerusalem to
investigate. They discovered that the Samaritans had been baptized with water in the
name of the Lord Jesus but did not experience any of the manifestation signs like those on
the day of Pentecost when the Holy Spirit came upon them. (Other issues such as
forgiveness between Jews and Samaritans as well as doctrinal purity may also exist here.)
Therefore Peter and John prayed for the Samaritans so that they might receive the Holy
Spirit. When they placed their hands on them, the Scripture says, "They received the
Holy Spirif (Acts 8:14-17). In this context the Samaritan's experience more than likely
implies that "Pentecostal-type" signs came upon them to show that they had indeed been
filled with the Holy Spirit.
Ananias ministers to Saul. The disciple Ananias received instruction from the
Lord in a vision. The Lord told him to minister to Saul who had just met the risen Christ
on the road to Damascus. Although he was hesitant, Ananias obediently went to see Saul
who had lost his sight after a blinding encounter with Christ. After placing his hands on
Saul and announcing that the Lord sent him so that he might see again and be filled with
the Holy Spirit, something like scales fell from Saul's eyes. Saul could miraculously see
again and then was baptized. Even more miraculous this former persecutor of the
Christian Church became converted to follow the living Christ (Acts 9:10-18)!
Obviously God chose Ananias because he was a man sensitive to the work of the
Holy Spirit in his life. This included knowing the Lord through a life of prayer by which
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he heard God's instructions to go to Saul. Ananias ministered to Saul through an act of
prayer, imparting God's grace and Spirit to him so that he could see again and be baptized
as a new disciple ofChrist. Apart from a prayerful relationship with the Lord, Ananias
probably would not have been selected for this ministry to Saul who became the famous
Apostle Paul.
Peter heals Dorcas. One time some friends called Peter to come to Joppa after a
beloved disciple named Dorcas became sick and died. They placed her body in an upper
room. When Peter arrived he sent everyone out of the room. Then he got down on his
knees to pray. Afterwards he turned toward the dead woman and told her to get up. She
opened her eyes and sat up (Acts 9:36-40)!
Here we find again prayer as the centerpiece by which all ministry revolves.
Through prayer we uphold Christ as Lord. In prayer we call upon the Lord to work his
will for his glory and to honor God's name. God answers prayer in ways that bring others
to come to know God personally. Prayer leads to the wirming of souls. Because of
Peter's prayerful ministry in this instance, "this became known all over Joppa, and many
people believed in the Lord" (Acts 9:42).
The Ephesians receive the Holy Spirit. When Paul went to Ephesus, he found
some disciples who knew little to nothing about the Holy Spirit. He told them that John
baptized with water those who repented of their sins, but Jesus baptized with the Holy
Spirit those who believed in him. When Paul placed his hands on them they received the
Holy Spirit with outward manifestations (e.g., prophetic utterances and speaking in
unlearned languages-Acts 19:1-6).
1 believe we can infer that Paul prayed for these Ephesians when he laid his hands
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on them. The apostles did not lay hands on anyone apart from spiritual discernment.
Paul instructs Timothy, "Do not be hasty in the laying on of hands." (1 Tim. 5:22a).
Consequently the laying on of hands as an act ofministry describes a prayerful process
guided by the work of the Holy Spirit.
Paul's ministry to the chief ofHcial's father. A final example comes from
Paul's visit to the chief official of the island where he was shipwrecked. This official's
father
was sick in bed, suffering from fever and dysentery. Paul went to
see him and, after prayer, placed his hands on him and healed him.
When this had happened, the rest of the sick on the island came
and were cured. (Acts 28:8-9)
Paul prayed first and then laid his hands on the official's father as a continuing act of
prayer for this man's healing. Because of this ministry, others came to be healed and to
hear the good news of Jesus Christ. Prayer leads to ministry, which leads to more prayer
and then leads to more ministry. A rhythm and flow exist in relation between prayer and
ministry, all to the glory of God and in the name of Jesus the Anointed One.
The Growing Prayer Practices of the Apostle Peter
A life of prayer and ministry that flows like this does not come automatically or
easily. God calls us to Christ, anoints us with the Spirit, and leads us to grow spiritually
towards living a life that builds up God's kingdom. God calls all Chrisfians to minister in
the Spirit who find their strength and stability through prayer. The disciple Peter
illustrates a life of prayer and ministry that grew from point zero.
A sinful man. One of the earliest encounters that Peter had with Jesus followed
an all-night fishing expedition that came up empty. After having preached from Peter's
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boat that morning following this failed adventure, Jesus instructed Peter to put down his
nets for a catch. Peter hesitated but, out of respect for Jesus, did what he said. The
miraculous number of fish that he pulled up surprised him to the point that he said to
Jesus, "Go away from me. Lord; 1 am a sinful man!" (Luke 5:8) Peter became aware of
his sinfulness in the presence of the Holy One from God.
Before Peter could ever learn how to pray to a holy God, he had to recognize his
spiritual condition. Our prayers do not reach God based upon our merit but God's mercy.
The disciples learned that a righteous man approaches God with the prayer: "God, have
mercy on me, a sinner" (Luke 1 8:13b). The closer we come to God, the greater this truth
becomes in our relationship with God. We depend upon God's mercy.
Learning to pray. From this starting point, the disciples next asked Jesus about
the basics ofprayer. Certainly Peter listened to this conversation as Jesus taught them the
Lord's Prayer.
One day Jesus was praying in a certain place. When he finished,
one of his disciples said to him, "Lord, teach us to pray, just as
John taught his disciples." He said to them, "When you pray say:
'Father, hallowed be your name, your kingdom come. Give us
each day our daily bread. Forgive us our sins, for we also forgive
everyone who sins against us. And lead us not into temptation.'"
(Luke 11:1-4)
This prayer helped the disciples learn how to pray. Peter's life experiences with Jesus
testify to how he learned to pray under the guidance of the Lord's Prayer.
Peter learned to pray to God as his Father. Through Jesus' teaching he learned
God as his Father to be personal, good, and approachable. This was a unique title for
God as Jesus would later emphasize by saying in Matthew 23:9, "And do not call anyone
on earth 'father,' for you have one Father, and he is in heaven." God being his Father
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influenced the content, purpose, and method of his prayers.
Jesus illustrated the personal, good, and approachable nature of God when he said,
Which of you, if his son asks for bread, will give him a stone? Or
if he asks for a fish, will give him a snake? If you, then, though
you are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how
much more will your Father in heaven give good gifts to those who
ask him! (Matt. 7:9-11)
Peter would later refer to God as the Father in both of his letters (e.g., 1 Pet. 1 :2).
As already previously stated, one ofPeter's first lessons came in Luke 5
concerning the holiness ofGod in the face of his sinfulness. Peter knew the distinction
between the holy and the profane. This part of the prayer reminded him that God's name
is holy and should be honored by all in word and deed. Concerning the holiness ofGod,
Peter would later quote the command ofGod from Leviticus: "Be holy, because I am
holy"(l Pet. 1:16).
When Peter began to follow Jesus, he had hopes for Jesus to bring in God's
kingdom, though he did not fully understand what that kingdom would look in his
lifetime. A high point in beginning to understand God's kingdom came to Peter when he
answered a question in Matthew 16:15-16. Jesus asked the disciples, "Who do you say
that I am?" Peter answered, "You are the Christ, the Son of the Living God." Then Jesus
answered.
Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah, for this was not revealed to
you by man, but by my Father in heaven. And I tell you that you
are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of
Hades will not overcome it. I will give you the keys of the
kingdom of heaven. (Matt. 16: 17- 19a)
Peter discovered that a relationship existed between understanding the kingdom ofGod
and understanding the identity of Jesus. However Peter still had a long way to go in his
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understanding. We discover this in a few verses later where he tried to give Jesus advice
about not pursuing the path that leads to crucifixion. In response Jesus said to Peter, "Get
behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to me; you do hot have in mind the things
ofGod, but the things ofmen" (Matt. 1 6:23). Just because God reveals a truth to us does
not mean that we know it all. A life ofprayer helped Peter to gain spiritual discernment
over his lifetime. Through prayer he learned the will ofGod. Peter's understanding of
God's kingdom would grow even more after receiving the Holy Spirit.
Concerning the provision for daily bread, Peter saw firsthand that God provides.
One day he witnessed his brother Andrew bringing a boy with five small barley loaves
and two small fish to Jesus. With a crowd of hungry people, Jesus took this lunch for a
few and gave thanks to God. Then he distributed a multiplying abundance of food to a
crowd of over five thousand men, not including women and children. Peter saw this
miracle for daily provision (John 6:5-13). He saw the miracle ofmarma in the desert
happening again through the person of Jesus. His prayer for daily bread would be further
supported by the testimony of experience that God does indeed provide. Therefore he
could be anxious about nothing as he cast all his cares upon the Lord (1 Pet. 5:7).
Peter learned the depth of practicing forgiveness by precept and example. When
Peter asked Jesus how many times he should forgive his brother, Jesus answered Peter
with a parable about the unmerciful servant. The point of the parable corresponds to the
statement in the Lord's Prayer that forgiveness works both ways, forgiving others as well
as being forgiven by God. Jesus encouraged Peter to always forgive others from the heart
which would testify to the forgiveness he himself received from his heavenly Father
(Matt. 18:21-35).
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Before Jesus' crucifixion Peter denied his relationship with him three times. In
John 21:15-19 Jesus the good shepherd reinstated Peter with a question asked three times:
"Do you love me?" This encounter with Jesus blessed Peter as he experienced the depth
of God's forgiveness for his failure. Being forgiven in this way taught Peter to forgive
others deeply. Peter testified to such a depth of forgiveness in his preaching. For
example he proclaimed the gospel of forgiveness in Acts 2:38: "Repent and be baptized,
every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins."
Finally, Peter experienced the struggle in facing temptation that necessitated the
experience of forgiveness in John 21. While initially stating that he would not deny Jesus
even if all the other disciples did, Peter ended up denying his Lord publicly three times
just as Jesus said he would. Peter knew the weakness of the human will left to its own
strength. I am sure he remembered the words of Jesus in facing this hour of trial:
"Simon, Simon, Satan has asked to sift you as wheat. But I have prayed for you, Simon,
that your faith may not fail. And when you have turned back, strengthen your brothers"
(Luke 22:3 1-32). Notice that Jesus refers to Peter (the name Jesus gave to him) as Simon
(his original name) in this instance. In his own strength, Peter could not stand up to the
temptations of Satan. However Jesus' prayer for Simon indicated to him the reality of a
spiritual battle when doing God's will. Later Peter would write,
Be self-controlled and alert. Your enemy the devil prowls around
like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour. Resist him,
standing firm in the faith, because you know that your brothers
throughout the world are undergoing the same kind of sufferings.
(1 Pet. 5:8-9)
Peter learned two things through his experience of temptation and evil. First, he
experienced the power of intercessory prayer. Apart from Jesus' prayer and act of
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reconcihation, Peter could have been lost from Christian leadership forever. Second, he
discovered how desperately he and others needed the power of God in their lives through
the work of the Holy Spirit. Then they could do God's will and truly lay down their lives
for Christ.
Prayer and the Holy Spirit. After the resurrected Jesus restored him as a leader
among the disciples, Peter realized the need for prayer in anticipation of the coming
"promise of the Father." After having received the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost,
he boldly proclaimed the gospel repeatedly. He endured the pressures from Jewish and
Roman leaders alike in the form of imprisonments, persecutions, floggings, and even
threats of execution. By the power of the Holy Spirit, he experienced the grace to trust in
the providence of God.
Now that Peter had received the Holy Spirit, his prayer life took on a new turn.
Although the spirit was still willing and the flesh was still weak, he could now become
more aware of God's Spirit and more often submit to God's leading in his life at any
moment. He still had choices to make, but he did not have to rely on his strength only to
do the right thing. Therefore we see Peter praying privately (Acts 10:9), praying in
ministry (Acts 8:15), praying at the temple (Acts 3:1), and praying together with the
disciples (Acts 4:23ff).
Prayer and holy living. We also find him learning the strong correlation in
living for God and having a consistent life of prayer. In 1 Peter 3:7 we read, "Husbands,
in the same way be considerate as you live with your wives, and treat them with respect. . .
so that nothing will hinder your prayers." Living inconsistently with the message of the
gospel thwarted the effort to reach God in prayer. A growing life of prayer leads to a
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growing Hfe of hoHness.
In 1 Peter 5:5-7 we read the following instructions:
Young men, in the same way be submissive to those who are older.
All of you, clothe yourselves with humility toward one another,
because, "God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble."
Humble yourselves, therefore, under God's mighty hand, that he
may lift you up in due time. Cast all your anxiety on him because
he cares for you.
With these instructions Peter gives guidance for behavior that exemplifies a holy and
prayerfijl walk with the Lord. When believers humble themselves (often through prayers
of personal confession and fasting), they become prepared to live in submission to their
elders without spiritual pride. To cast their anxiety upon the Lord means they trust God
to work matters out in God's way and time instead ofproudly positioning themselves to
gain what they think they deserve.
Praying always. Peter also instructs them to be "self-controlled and alert." I
believe this includes the act of "watching" which involves praying to gain spiritual
discernment in any given situation. Ifwe are not watching, not praying for discernment,
then we become more susceptible to the tricks of the devil. This roaring lion wants to trip
up any spiritual leader with the negative effect of harming the body of Christ. Peter must
have learned the seriousness of this when considering Jesus' instructions to him in the
garden ofGethsemane: "Watch and pray so that you will not fall into temptation" (Matt.
26:41). A prayerfiil pastor becomes aware of the spiritual battles that range within
ministry. Such a pastor knows that the battle belongs to the Lord and that victory is a
matter of endurance in prayer.
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Summary of the Biblical Literature on Prayer and Ministry
Prayer and ministry go hand in hand throughout the New Testament. Prayer
estabhshes ministry as the production of divine-human cooperation. By this disciples
bear fruit, "fruit that will last" (John 15:16).
Prayer and ministry together recognize the sovereignty of God. Since God rules
over all creation, God's people should communicate with him through prayer. The act of
prayer attempts to put God's agenda first. When we pray we ask God to join us to what
he is doing for the sake of his kingdom.
Prayer and ministry together recognize the importance of relationship. Prayer
does not determine results as much as influence relationship. Prayer facilitates a two-way
relationship of asking and listening. It is a reconciliation of two questions: What does
God desire, and what do I desire? God expects us to ask for what we want and often asks
us to learn to accept what God gives according to what is best for us from God's
perspective. God is gracious, wanting to give good things to God's children. Through
prayer we can experience what we desire to be the same as what God desires (Ps. 37:4).
Prayer and ministry together reflect the spiritual development of individual
believers as well as a church overall. Private and group prayer nurture life in the Spirit.
The fruit of such growth in prayer results in the care of souls.
Finally prayer and ministry together must have guideposts. Scripture serves as the
objective guidepost, focusing us upon the truth while also guarding us from practices that
lead us astray. Mentoring from seasoned Christians in ministry also guides us
subjectively in the application ofprayer and ministry. Ultimately the Holy Spirit leads us
in prayer and ministry so that we may bear fruit that will last.
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Review of Literature on Prayer and Ministry from the Wesleyan Tradition
Steve Harper comments on John Wesley's prayer life as follows. He says that
Wesley practiced prayer, knowing that it was the key to maintaining his relationship with
God. Wesley pursued both private and corporate prayer. He would rise at 4:30 or 5:00
a.m. in the morning with his first thoughts towards God. He waited in quietness at that
time to receive from God strength for the day. He prayed written prayers of the Church to
both help his focus and to become a springboard for further meditative prayer. His
journals also revealed that he prayed throughout the course of the day on the hour
followed by moments ofmeditation. He nurtured this internal habit during his ministry.
He varied his prayer practices from time to time, which included corporate prayer times,
silent prayer, and verbal prayers with singing. His prayer life highlighted the benefits of
using devotional classics as aids. Finally, he prayed before retiring for the day, reviewing
events and confessing his sins. Honesty before God in his journals revealed the
authenticity of his prayer life (Harper, Devotional Life 22-26).
John Wesley expected the same discipline and devotion from his preachers. In a
letter to John Trembath he writes:
O begin! Fix some part of every day for private exercises. You
may acquire the taste which you have not: what is tedious at first
will afterward be pleasant. Whether you like it or not, read and
pray daily. It is for your life; there is no other way; else you will be
a trifler all your days. (Telford 4: 103)
Wesley firmly believed such devotion to be the way to spiritual maintenance and renewal.
Conversely, he believed the lack of a regular prayer life was the most common cause for
spiritual dryness (Jackson 6: 81). Consequentiy, preachers coming from a Wesleyan
tradition may be guilty of not producing fruit that remains when neglecting the discipline
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ofprayer.
Wesley highlights the importance ofprayer for all in his sermon, "The Means of
Grace." He writes,
By means of grace I understand outward signs, words, or actions
ordained ofGod, and appointed for this end, to be the ordinary
channels whereby he might convey to men, preventing, justifying
or sanctifying grace. . . . The chiefofthesemeans areprayer
[emphasis mine], whether in secret or with the great
congregation. ... All who desire the grace ofGod are to wait for it
in the way of prayer. This is the express direction of our Lord
himself In his sermon upon the mount, after explaining at large
wherein religion consists, and describing the main branches of it,
he adds, "Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you: for every one that asketh
receiveth, and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh, it
shall be opened," Matthew 7:7, 8. Here we are in the plainest
manner directed to ask, in order to, or as a means of, receiving; to
seek, in order to find, the grace ofGod, the pearl of great price; and
to knock, to continue asking and seeking, ifwe would enter into
his kingdom. (Burwash 152, 154-55)
No wonder that Wesley in another place summarizes prayer as "the grand means of
drawing near to God" (Telford 4: 490). To neglect prayer is to neglect the soul's
participation in the life of the kingdom ofGod.
Elsewhere, Steve Harper writes the following concerning prayer in the Wesleyan
tradition:
From a purely historical point of view, the importance of
prayer in the United Methodist tradition can hardly be exaggerated.
It is not too much to say that John Wesley was a man who livedto
prayandprayedto h've [emphasis mine] . He prayed privately and
corporately, out loud and silently. He used The Book of Common
Praver and other prayer manuals, and yet he maintained a
flexibility which included free and spontaneous prayer. He prayed
at fixed times during the day, while preserving a prayerful attitude
throughout the day. He studied and used the prayers of others to
deepen his own prayer life, but he did not fail to express his own
heartfelt petitions. His prayers contained the full range of human
emotions; nothing was off-limits.
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But perhaps the most impressive witness John Wesley made
regarding prayer was the fact that heperseveredinprayer
[emphasis mine] even when it was virtually meaningless to him.
His private diary contains evidence that Wesley's prayers could be
both "warm and effectual" and also "cold and indifferent." Like
you and me, he experienced times of prayer which were profound
and moving. At other times, he felt as if he was merely going
through the motions to no effect. But the witness which emerges
in his diaries is that he kept at it for more than sixty years! (Harper,
Prayer 57)
Henry Knight writes about John Wesley's view of prayer in his dissertation. The
Presence of God in the Christian Life: A Contemporary Understanding of John Wesley's
Means of Grace. First he emphasizes the importance of intentionally seeking God when
using the means of grace. This seeking always implies the act of prayer by itself or
conjoined with another means of grace. Ifwe neglect being intentional with the means of
grace, then we risk dissipation that Wesley defines as forgetting God (46-47). According
to Wesley we do not pray when we just go through the motions. That is dead formalism.
Instead we are to be attentive and focused in prayer, aware of our constant need for grace
and ready to respond with faith (49-50).
In particular Wesley emphasized two aspects of prayer in regards to living in
God's presence. First he speaks of simplicity. This means the prayerful person looks for
God in all things. Second he speaks ofpurity. The prayerful person expresses love to
God continually (Outler, "Dissipation" 122-23). These two aspects reflect an attentive
and focused life ofprayer. Thus Wesley can say.
It is not on this circumstance-the being at set times or not, that the
acceptableness of our prayers depends; but on the intention and
tempers with which we pray. He that prays in faith, at whatsoever
time, is heard. (Jackson 10: 182-83)
Wesley believed prayer to be necessary for all the other means of grace to become
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effectual. Prayer functions both in preparation and in the content of using them. Apart
from prayer one cannot live the Christian life, let alone be aware ofGod's presence
(Knight 169-70). Prayer involved both active and receptive elements. As one
consciously seeks God and asks for grace, one becomes increasingly aware of God's
Presence. Through these intentional efforts, the relationship with God grows, and God
continually transforms the life of the seeker (172).
According to Wesley the purpose ofprayer
is not to inform God, as though he knew not your wants already;
but rather to inform yourselves; to fix the sense of those wants
more deeply in your hearts, and the sense of your continual
dependence on him who only is able to supply all your wants. It is
not so much to move God, who is always more ready to give than
you to ask, as to move yourselves, that you may be willing and
ready to receive the good things he has prepared for you. (Outler,
"Upon Our Lord" 577)
Consequently Wesley believed prayer as God's gift to us facilitated relationship with God
through Jesus Christ more than anything else.
In a chapter on "Methodist Spirituality" in the book Protestant Spiritual
Traditions, David Lowes Watson explains the importance of the means of grace
facilitating a person's spiritual life (238). In particular the Methodist emphasis on
Christian perfection presumed a life of prayer already in believers. The desire for
Christian perfection leads believers to practice prayer even more. As a means of grace
Methodists pray in response to God's initiative in their lives (262-63). Finally
accountability for such a prayer life came through the class meetings. In such a setting
the attendants became stimulated in their spiritual formation (226).
Gordon Wakefield reviews the spiritual life of Methodism since its inception in
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the book Methodist Devotion: The Spiritual Life in the Methodist Tradition. One thing
that stood out from the beginning but has been hard to maintain over the years has been
the important link between the personal devotion and corporate life of believers.
Wesley's emphasis on social holiness, one that is lived out in society, is not separate from
spiritual formation (40). The hymnbook played a role in attempting to maintain this link.
Often many Methodists such as Wakefield found it beneficial for personal devotions as a
reflection upon Christ and to enter into communion with Christ in prayer (16-19).
Concerning the importance of prayer in this regard, he says, "No account of
Methodist devotion is complete without some reference to the great interest in missions
overseas and the prayer which has sustained them" (Wakefield 48). In another place he
writes how the revivals from Methodist influence always had a tie to the fervent practice
of prayer (56). For Methodists during the holiness movement, prayer was indeed the
means to gain spiritual power, for both the local church and individuals (66). "Closet
work" was indeed the duty and joy of the true Methodist (69).
Wakefield believes that prayer's importance and practice in the Methodist
tradition began to decline in the 1930s (101). He believes however that the inheritance of
spiritual formation practices given to us by Wesley still demands serious attention today.
It brings out of its storehouse a wide and rich Christian tradition, including a synthesis of
Catholic and Protestant spiritual practices. John Wesley offered such practice of faith and
piety to people who worked five or six days each week (110). Thus prayer could become
a daily practice for everyone.
The Wesleyan tradition of prayer's importance has continued over the years as
exemplified in E. Stanley Jones' devotional book. The Way. In it Jones gives us his "Ten
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Steps to Victory" concerning the development of the Christian life (71-82). In point
number nine he instructs the reader to "cultivate the quiet time." Here he gives
instruction about our relationship with God:
When that relationship is intact, then every other relationship is
toned up. If that relationship gets loose, then every other
relationship goes loose with it. For the Christian, there is one
responsibility and only one responsibility-to keep in union with
God. When that union with God is intact, everything flows from it.
I know of no one thing that cultivates union with God more surely
and constantly than the regular practice of the Quiet Time. (82)
A contemporary example of emphasizing the Wesleyan spirit of prayer can be
found in the writings of Terry Teykl. In his book. Your Pastor: Preyed on or Prayed for,
he shows both the need for praying pastors and praying for pastors.
Since all ministry is rooted in the Holy Spirit, the pastor needs the
Spirit's anointing to present Jesus with power and authority. A
pastor who takes the time to praise God and pray in the Holy Spirit
is built up and blessed spiritually and emotionally. (42)
In this book he desires to motivate parishioners to pray for their pastors. After writing
about the great needs and temptations of pastors, he calls Christians to develop a plan in
praying for their pastors (18). He believes "prayer is the act ofbeing bound in love to our
God" (145). Thus all Christians need to prioritize prayer.
In another book. Pray the Price, Teykl gives a national call to pray for all United
Methodists for the purpose of spiritual revival. His call comes from his pastoral
experience in launching a United Methodist congregation in Bryan, Texas built upon the
priority of prayer (26). He believes that both inspirational (when inspired) and
"perspirational" (when not inspired) prayer efforts are necessary for the church to grow
spiritually (28ff). In this book Teykl encourages the planning of an overall prayer
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ministry in the Hfe of the church for such prayer efforts to become a reahty.
Review of Other Relevant Literature on Prayer and Ministry
Various authors have written books that attempt to put into practice what prayer
means for the Hfe of the Church. Some authors deal mostly with the different symptoms
that must be recognized before we begin to truly pray. Other authors elaborate mainly on
what helps us to practice prayer.
Resisting the Priority of the Word
Dallas Willard gets to the heart of the problem in American Christianity with his
book, The Divine Conspiracy. He believes most pastors in America neglect preaching the
kingdom ofGod being present and its accompanying call to live under its rule now. He
says.
The discormection of life from faith ... is largely caused and
sustained by the basic message that we constantly hear from
Christian pulpits. We are flooded with what 1 have called "gospels
of sin management," in one form or another, while Jesus'
invitation to etemal life now-right in the midst ofwork, business,
and profession-remains for the most part ignored and unspoken.
(57)
What an accusation for the neglect of the ministry of the word! In commenting earlier he
says that currently God allows the kingdom to be absent in the social and political realm
as well as in each human heart (25). The gospel that Jesus proclaimed stated a new
accessibility to the kingdom of God through the Messiah. The kingdom becomes evident
through those who allow God to mle over their hearts (26). Because of the atonement of
Christ and the activity of the Holy Spirit, God's presence is now approachable in the
heavenly realms that are all around us (73). A faithful ministry of the word includes
preaching the kingdom ofGod at hand that changes lives and social orders.
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Unfortunately Willard too often sees American churches producing a "consumer
Christianity" that has embraced the cultural values of the Western world. He defines the
consumer Christian as
one who utilizes the grace of God for forgiveness and the services
of the church for special occasions, but does not give his or her life
and innermost thoughts, feelings, and intentions over to the
kingdom of the heavens. Such Christians are not inwardly
transformed and not committed to it. (342)
Knowing that consumer Christianity stands as a force within the place of tradition,
Willard begs for true Christian discipleship as taught by Jesus with the particular
reference to the rule ofGod's kingdom. To teach anything less denies the teachings of
Jesus. He has a major section of his book dedicated to Jesus' teaching ofGod's kingdom
through the "Sermon on the Mount." This section calls pastors to be faithful in the
ministry of the word. This necessarily leads to the importance of a life of prayer.
Resisting the Priority ofPrayer
Willard sees humanity resisting the truth of God's presence (and thus a life of
prayer), particularly when evaluating human accomplishments. Too often we evaluate
pastors in terms of numbers and buildings.
There is, for example, no field of expertise in human affairs where
mteraction with <7(?^[emphasis mine] is a part of the subject
matter or practice that must be mastered in order to be judged
competent. This is true of chemistry and public administration, but
it is also true of education, nursing, police work, and often,
astonishingly. Christianministry itse/f\pva^\\3&\% mine]. (90)
No wonder pastors too often do not pray! Among other reasons they do not fear being
evaluated by their prayer life. The system of Christian discipleship that many churches
have or rather do not have has produced pastors that do not pray (58).
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By embracing "consumer Christianity," we resist the will of God for a prayerfiil
community. Instead we strive to have our spiritual hungers filled by other means.
Willard says, "Intimacy comes only within the framework of an individualized
faithfulness within the kingdom ofGod" (163). When we neglect a growing prayer
relationship with God, we set ourselves up to have our spiritual hunger filled in other
ways which are contrary to the kingdom of God (e.g., from obsession with computer
games to more serious forms of unfaithfulness such as adultery). Instead of a system of
church membership that encourages sin management, Willard says we need to focus upon
discipleship. This requires the transformation of the inner life of the soul for the sake of
changed behavior that reflects living in the kingdom ofGod now (144).
Our life ofprayer and our behavior go together:
Kingdom praying and its efficacy is entirely a matter of the
innermost heart's being totally open and honest before God. It is a
matter ofwhat we are saying with our whole being, moving with
resolute intent and clarity ofmind into the flow of God's action. In
apprenticeship to Jesus, this is one of the most important things we
learn how to do. He teaches us how to be in prayer what we are in
life and how to be in life what we are in prayer. (Willard 195)
A growing prayer life reflects a transformation happening within our hearts as we follow
Jesus. However this does not happen randomly. Two primary objectives must be in
place to facilitate discipleship that includes kingdom praying. First we must learn to
delight in God who alone is a good-loving God with no fears or reservafions (321).
"Only a vivid assurance of God's greatness and goodness can lay a foundation for the life
of prayer" (242). Second we must remove our inward resistance (sin) towards obedience
to God (322). "Prayer is a matter of explicitly sharing with God my concerns about what
he too is concerned about in my life" (243).
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This requires training. Besides the action of the Holy Spirit and learning from the
events in our lives, we must plan spiritual disciplines to put on a new heart (Willard 347).
This includes prayer and Scripture reading, silence, and solitude (277). We begin to
reflect God by first being with God. We cannot be transformed apart from intentional
acts of prayer.
Willard finds the essence of prayer in request. He says, "Js/cing [original
emphasis] is indeed the great law of the spiritual world through which things are
accomplished in cooperation with God and yet in harmony with the freedom and worth of
every individual" (232). Through request we have the possibility of reconciliation not
only with God but also with others. To resist asking is to resist nurturing a prayerful
community of love.
Willard lifts up the Lord's Prayer as the "grandest" model of all when learning to
pray (253). He points out that much of it includes request (242). He later shows how
each part of the prayer leads to deeper prayer and faith. He testifies to his own delight in
praying the Lord's Prayer at increasing levels of depth (268). Willard paraphrases the
prayer in the following manner:
Dear Father always near us,
may your name be treasured and loved,
may your rule be completed in us-
may your will be done here on earth
in just the way it is done in heaven.
Give us today the things we need today.
And forgive us our sins and impositions on you
As we are forgiving all who in any way offend us.
Please don't put us through trials.
But deliver us from everything bad.
Because you are the one in charge,
And you have all the power.
And the glory too is all yours-forever-
Which is just the way we want it! (269)
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To not pray keeps us from growing into such kingdom experiences.
LackingMotivation to Pray
Jacques Ellul writes about the obstacles that keep us from a life ofprayer in his
book, Praver and Modem Man. He begins by saying,
The man of our times does not know how to pray; but much more
than that, he has neither the desire nor the need to do so. He does
not find the deep source ofprayer within himself 1 am acquainted
with this man. 1 know him well. It is 1 myself (vi)
In particular he leads the reader to consider the contemporary motivation or lack of true
motivation to pray. He believes the modem mind comes up empty for motivating tme
Christian prayer with the following reasons.
The first reason he gives for our lack of prayer concems our misunderstandings.
For example we often explain prayer with God in terms of a "heavenly telephone" (Ellul
8). This reduces prayer to some gadget or formula that guarantees contact with God so
that we can get what we want from God. Prayer is not a mechanism to get God who is
somewhere in a distance far away on our side. Rather prayer describes the grace-filled
means by which God who is near willfully listens and lays hold of us (9).
Another example ofmisunderstanding comes from two extreme views of the
effects ofprayer. One says all we can do is pray since everything depends upon God
(Ellul 27). Another says we must do everything ifwe want our prayers to be answered
(29). In relation to these Ellul says that prayer is a narrow path between laziness and
power, having two faces:
One, a saying to Godthat/have done everything withinmypower
[original emphasis], the other, a comp/etesurrenderofthe decision
to God, in which /no longer offerasproofofmysincerity an
action which /have carriedout to the end, buta renunciation of
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thepossibilities ofmy own strength andinitiative [original
emphasis]. (30)
As an aside Eugene Peterson confirms this by describing prayer in grammatical terms as
being in the middle voice. "We are involved in the action and participate in its results but
do not control or define it" (104).
A second reason for neglecting prayer comes from a lack of faith in a good God
who is our Father (Ellul 93). A lack of faith first suggests that communication and
cooperation with God is impossible (32). Modem thinking about God supports this lack
of faith and prayer. This God (who according to modemists no longer exists as we used
to think) wants us to grow up, to see that we do not need to fall on our knees to ask
anything from God (86). Having everything we need at our hands in this modem world,
we do not need to bother praying to such a God (99). Therefore Ellul says, "Everything
in our society invites [us] to neglect meditation and to side-step prayer" (97).
We lack experiencing true prayer because we lack tme faith. "Prayer presupposes
faith" (Ellul 115). Yet we also lack faith because we lack prayer (118).
To pretend that faith is expressed in witnessing, in service, in
involvement, in self-abnegation, or in preaching, is all quite true,
but without prayer, in the neglect ofprayer, it all becomes false.
Prayer is not the work of faith. It is the possibility of the work of
faith. (118)
How then do we get motivated to pray?
Beginnuig to Pray
Ellul says we begin to pray in response to God's command to us and to all who
would seek God in any age (104). Throughout biblical history we hear God's call to pray:
"Call upon me in the day of trouble" (Ps. 50:1 5); "Watch and pray that you may not enter
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into temptation" (Matt. 26:41); "Pray constantly" (1 Thess. 5:17). Prayer arises from
these commands (104-105). This presumes the reading and hearing of the Scriptures.
Here lies the close relationship between the word of God and prayer. Reading the Bible
leads to prayer (109).
So to begin to pray we must first obey the command. This obedience however is
not compulsory but free and voluntary; otherwise, it is not prayer (Ellul 1 12). This
obedience arises from faith.
If the commandment to pray is to become the reason for praying,
that is to say, is to lead us to obedience, we need obviously to take
it with radical seriousness. We need to receive it as a radical
commandment. That is possible only ifwe receive it in faith. The
word read in the Bible is not a commandment for me unless it
enters through the door of faith. Thus, prayer presupposes faith. It
is then that obedience comes alive. (115)
Such faithful obedience frees us from any bondage in a forced relationship to God and a
limited theological understanding of God. We pray to God as children to a loving Father
who desires what is best for us. We pray not according to our finely developed constructs
ofwho we think God is and how God should act but freely allow God to be God as we
approach him in prayer through Jesus Christ. In response to faith, the Holy Spirit works
out prayer within us (62). No preconceived ideas limit God from claiming us as his own
in our prayers (121-22). We do not give prayer its definifion. God gives prayer its value
and its character by willfully turning to those who call upon the God of the Lord Jesus
Christ (17).
Prayer That Leads to Love and Love That Leads to Prayer
In the book. To Pray and to Love, Roberta Bondi shares insights about the
relationship between love and prayer that she has gained from the early monastic tradition
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of the Church. She begins by describing prayer in the following manner:
1 . Prayer defines who we are in relation to God;
2. Prayer is a growing experience between God's grace and our response;
3. Prayer is also a growing experience within the larger Christian community,
connecting us with one another and rooting private prayer in corporate prayer;
4. Prayer connects us from who we have been to who we are and will become; and,
5. Prayer does not come easy for anyone. Therefore with the help of the Holy
Spirit we must persist in prayer (12-13).
In line with the desert "Abbas" (fathers) and "Ammas" (mothers), Bondi believes
a life of prayer acts towards fulfilling the goal of the Christian life-namely the love of
God, neighbor, and self Such a life of prayer includes more than a set quiet time to pray.
Meditative reflection informs our prayer life towards how we love God and others, given
input from Scripture and life experiences. Action measures our life ofprayer, testifying
to the changes made for the better conceming who we are in relation to God and others.
The practices of reflection, prayer, and Christian living flow together towards loving God
and our neighbor (Pray 13-14).
From the experiences of those praying in the Egyptian desert, Bondi believes that
no one right way to pray exists for everybody. Personal prayer expresses one's unique
relationship to God; therefore we learn to pray by finding a manner that first suits us, that
is, helps us to get started. Then we will find our prayer changing as we grow in our
relationship to God. This frees us from any legalistic expectations of prayer's begirming
and ending (Pray 48-49).
Prayer is not a formula for us to get what we want from God. The difficult and
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boring times in our prayer Hves we often provide the most opportunity for growth in our
relationship to God (Bondi, Pray 73).
Prayer is ftindamentally being in connection with God. Good
things may and do come out of it, but we do not pray for the sake
of those good things. Ifwe pray primarily to "get something out of
it," whether it is psychic wholeness, insight into our own depths, or
a new bicycle, we are giving up the goal of love of God before we
even start. How can we love God ifwe only approach God in
terms ofwhat God can or will give us? (54)
We love God and our neighbor through relationship. "Prayer is shared life with God over
an entire lifetime" (72). Through relationship with one another we speak and listen,
learn, and make requests. In our relationship with God, we must allow for mystery given
we are finite and God is infinite. "We must relinquish the idea that our prayer is our own
to control as we wish" (73).
As we face changes in our lives, our prayer life also adapts in bringing us closer to
God. To grow in our life ofprayer we must also learn to increasingly love ourselves as
well as others.
People who go into ministry are particularly vulnerable to this
belief that love of others requires giving up the self, and their
congregations reinforce them in it. Ministers to a surprising degree
object to the idea that they take time each day to rest and be with
their families, much less take time to be with God in prayer and
study. With so many people around them making demands on
their time, they cannot distinguish between being selfish and
having legitimate needs. Unfortunately both they and their
congregations pay a high price for their confusion as burnout
quickly sets in. There is nothing so depressing as a minister two
years out of seminary who has already become a hearty-handed
empty shell of a person, unable truly to respond to anyone or
anything. (Bondi, Pray 76)
To help us love ourselves better through prayer, Bondi identifies three
predominant passions leading us away from God: the need for approval, perfectionism.
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and naming the self as victim. The monastics taught their pupils to avoid having their
identity influenced primarily by people's approval or criticism. They must regard
themselves simply as dead with respect to other people's opinion. Their identity lies in
God (Pray 78-79). If only pastors would take such advice to heart, then we would indeed
be spiritual leaders instead of people pleasers!
Perfectionism leads us to believe that our real value is not in our identity with God
but in our performance (Bondi, Pray 80).
In all its forms perfectionism is a passion that causes us to feel that
our right to our very life is tied up in whether we succeed at
whatever it is that is important to us. This desperation in turn
prevents us from being able truly to turn our love to other people.
(81)
In this instance love for self has become destructive to both self and others.
Finally we must take responsibility for our own messes, mistakes, and sins so that
we can make changes in our lives. Having a victim mentality prevents the grace ofGod
from working full redemption in us. In addition we must not blame the demands of
others upon us to be the excuse to not take time for ourselves. We will not be able to
truly love others whom we serve ifwe neglect the care of our soul and self-needs (Bondi,
Pray 81-83).
To become people who unashamedly take time to pray, we must first want to be in
relationship with God.
The root of all prayer, and indeed all life itself, is desire for God. . .
Below the level of rational thought or choice, the desire for God
operates within us, drawing us into life toward our completion in
God, and whether we recognize it or not, this desire for God is the
starting point of all prayer. (Bondi, Pray 119)
To elaborate on growing a relational life of prayer, Bondi points to a friendship
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with God motif. First she indicates that friends have similar goals and purposes in mind-
they want the same things (Pray 123). The Lord's Prayer supports this idea with the
statement, "Your kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven" (Matt.
6:10). Our will becomes God's will, and God's will becomes our will through a life of
prayer.
Second true friends do not hold back their thoughts about one another but share
them wholly without fear of retribution (Bondi, Pray 124).
The begirming of learning to speak freely to God is also to begin to
long for what God longs for. It is to cast ourselves passionately on
the side of all people, as we come to see the world through the eyes
of God's deep compassion and concern for every creature. (125)
Third accountability keeps a friendship intact (Bondi, Pray 125). Bondi suggests
that this works both ways even in relationship with God. Humanity calling God to
account may reveal her understanding ofprocess theology.' For an example from
scripture she refers to Exodus 32:1 1-14. After God has threatened to wipe out the
Israelites and start over with just Moses, the prophet pleads with God to have mercy
based upon his promises. From my viewpoint 1 believe God had self-control over "divine
emotions" in the face of Israel's consistent unfaithfulness. God gave opportunity for
Moses to be a friend who pleaded mercy for Israel based upon his own experience of
divine mercy. God did not need Moses to keep him straight. God wanted to develop
relationship. Scripture later describes Moses as being humble and thus having a
friendship with God to the point of it being described as speaking with God face to face
'
I am defining process theology in terms ofGod becoming more than being, coexisting with
creation and not apart from it. This view lies in tension with the self-determined sovereignty ofGod and
humanity's dependency upon God.
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(Num. 12:3, 8). This does not mean we question God without reverence, but we can
question God for the sake of our relationship (127).
Finally, "friends need each other" (Bondi, Pray 127). Here again her viewpoint
conceming process theology may be influencing her thinking. From my viewpoint God
may not need us in the same way that we need God. However God has chosen to need us
in the sense that humans may experience God's love for them through relationship with
other humans. "How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how
can they believe in the one ofwhom they have not heard? And how can they hear
without someone preaching to them?" (Rom. 10:14) The incamation supports this-God
becoming one like us in human form to communicate with us (128). This is God's idea
not based upon ontological need (according to my viewpoint) but rather reflecting God's
desire for relationship with humanity. God loves us and desires for us to know it.
Through the incamation God becomes vulnerable in need so that our need for God may
be magnified for the sake of our salvation.
Developing such a friendship does not happen in a moment, though it may start in
a moment. "Learning the meaning ofGod's humility, forgiveness, and compassion by
becoming ourselves humble, forgiving, and compassionate does not happen overnight"
(Bondi, Pray 1 34). The prayer relationship with God takes time, not based upon spiritual
highs but particularly grown within "ordinary time."
Ordinary Prayer for Ordinary Life
Bondi expands on this theme in her book. In Ordinary Time. In it she says that
the commitment to pray everyday requires nothing more than to show up regardless what
we feel (47). This requires us to discard all unrealistic expectations of prayer so that we
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can truly sense progress in our prayer. Thus she says, "Prayer is sharing ordinary life"
with God, being aware of God's presence through even the mundane, everyday matters of
life (51). Intense prayer happens on an intermittent basis, during a season of a particular
concern in our lives (43).
Bondi has often benefited from images as helpful prayer experiences. Fortunately
she knows from the early monastic teachers to be grateful for them but to not seek them
out or even ask for them. "Nothing can be more real or more precious than ordinary
prayer" (Ordinary 103). In this manner we can do the long-term work of healing "the
damaged image of God within us" (29). This highly introspective action ofpersonal
prayer tends our souls, allowing God to nourish, correct, sanctify, and bless us inwardly
over the course of our lives. We must desire this for ourselves.
God doesn't generally run over us disrespectfully or patronizingly
to fix us up without our own active participation. This means that,
while we are dependent absolutely on God for our healing, the
work we do in prayer really makes a difference. God provides the
grace and the healing. Our job is to pray for the graceful presence
of the God we need, to seek it, to make ourselves available to it, to
wrestle with it, to endure boredom for the sake of it, to be wounded
by it, to let ourselves be surprised by it, to let it show us things in
ourselves we don't want to see, to let it bring up painful memories,
to deliberately expose ourselves to it, to be humbled by it, to be fed
by it, to laugh with it, and above all to ask for it and expect to
receive it. (39)
Although some would consider this too self-centered, she appeals to the early monastic
teachers to support this approach to prayer as they realized their need to be healed from
their passions through prayer for the sake of their souls (29-30).
Considering the Depths ofPrayer
In his book Letters to Malcolm, C. S. Lewis talks about his ideas of the practice of
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prayer. He beheves praying in images is better than words. For example instead of
mentioning names in prayer, he places a mental image of certain people before God.
However he does not believe that praying in images can be accomplished successfiilly
apart from being "at the top of one's form." He believes God gives such gifts at certain
"golden moments" but not in regular intervals (11).
Using words is secondary to him in comparison to mental images. When he does
use the more common manner ofwords, he prefers his own words than written prayers.
He believes his own words best communicate his immediate situation uniquely from his
perspective. However he finds benefit from using written prayers. They keep him in
touch with sound doctrine. They remind him about what he should be praying. They
provide a sense of awe before the Almighty, giving a balanced perspective to God's
immanence and transcendence while in prayer (Lewis 11-13).
He prefers to pray at any time other than bedtime when tiredness often overcomes
any prayer effort (Lewis 16). "The body ought to pray as well as the soul" (17).
Therefore he finds rest as well as body position to affect his efforts ofprayer.
Conceming the content ofprayer, he believes that we should not attempt to
conceal any concems before God. We should talk to God about whatever is on our mind,
because when we avoid doing so our minds become preoccupied. Therefore praying
about anything and asking for anything is not outside the realm of prayer. "Those who
have not leamed to ask [God] for childish things will have less readiness to ask [God] for
great ones" (Lewis 23).
Conceming the prayers that God answers Lewis says.
It would be rash to say that there is any prayer which God never
[original emphasis] grants. But the strongest candidate is the
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prayer we might express in the single word encore [original
emphasis]. And the joke, or tragedy, of it all is that these golden
moments in the past, which are so tormenting ifwe erect them into
a norm, are entirely nourishing, wholesome, and enchanting ifwe
are content to accept them for what they are, for memories.
Properly bedded down in a past which we do not miserably try to
conjure back, they will send up exquisite growths. (27)
This helps us to not make an idol out of a particular prayer experience.
In different places Lewis talks about the different levels of prayer (82). Lengths,
widths, depths, and heights describe terms to express the experience of prayer. Yet terms
carmot evaluate the mysterious element ofprayer's effectiveness. The emotional intensity
ofprayer does not necessarily mean that it plunged into the realm of spiritual depth (82).
What may appear to be our worst prayers, lacking a sense of "devotional feeling," may
actually be our best (116).
Given these correctives Lewis believes in personal growth for a life of prayer. He
wonders why some people settle for simply "saying prayers," repeating "whatever little
formula they were taught in childhood by their mothers." He questions, "Is it that there is
a sort ofwater-tight bulk-head between their 'religion' and their 'real life,' in which case
the part of their life which they call 'religious' is really the irreligious part?" (63)
Without questioning their faith in Christ, he suspects their praying to be "an astonishingly
undeveloped type" (63).
Along these lines Eugene Peterson comments on the "kataphatic" and "apophatic"
mystical traditions of prayer in his book. The Contemplative Pastor. Kataphatic prayer
invites outside stimulus for prayer often in terms of icons, symbols, ritual, and incense.
Creation itself often becomes a starting place for kataphatic prayer. In this way we may
pray with our eyes wide open (84).
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On the other hand apophatic prayer encourages us to withdraw from any
distractions. We close our eyes to focus upon God and the task of prayer. We empty our
minds of ideas, images, and sensation to the point of being only aware of God being
present. Peterson believes a mixture of both gives balance to our life ofprayer (84-85).
Prayer as "Soul-Talk"
Gordon MacDonald in his book. The Life God Blesses, writes about the depth of
prayer from a personal perspective that he calls "soul-talk" (195). After spending ten
days of solitude while climbing a mountain, he began to realize the depths of his soul. At
that place he came in touch with both his ability to worship God and his personal
darkness that leads him away from God (195-97). He believes genuine prayer comes
from talking out of the soul to God (199).
How does one develop an authentic prayer life of "soul-talk"? MacDonald
suggests the following. First silence prepares the heart for this deeper conversation with
self and God. Such silence means minimal external distractions that keep us from
plunging beneath the surface of our lives (200). Second such time for prayer must not be
rushed. He says, "1 suspect that one would profit more from a weekly experience of three
or four prayerful hours than just a few minutes each day" (201). Third we need the
mentoring help of others, particularly those who know what "soul-talk" is. He lists
spiritual directors and the writings of Tozer, Teresa ofAvila, St. John of the Cross, and
Wesley's hymns to name a few (201). Fourth, joumaling helps to initialize our attempts
at soul-talk. When he cannot speak it, he finds writing to break up the self-protection of
his soul (202). Finally he believes soul-talk requires patience. He says.
What one says from the soul must be cast in the perspective of
eternity, the promises and purposes ofGod. 1 am praying prayers
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that may not have their answer until long after I am in the grave. ...
The timing is His; the patience must be mine. (203)
Praying as a Spiritual Athlete
In the book, Making Life a Prayer, John Cassian records the thoughts of some
desert fathers. Through them he shows us the spiritual fruit gained by going deeper into
prayer. Like an athlete training for physical gain, so must we train for spiritual gain. To
begin a life of prayer we must have our passions placed under control. "An internal
warfare is daily waged by us. Ifwe are victorious in this, all external things will be made
weak, and everything will be made peaceful and subdued for the soldier ofChrist" (18).
A major tool in such spiritual training includes fasting, which involves personal
sacrifice in the resistance to temptation. The external fasting of food and other creature
comforts must be joined with the fasting of such internal poisons such as vanity, slander,
anger, and envy to truly develop the spiritual athlete (Cassian 19). A life of prayer must
first gain victory over these internal vices.
Ifwe want our prayers to reach not only the sky but what is beyond
the sky, let us be careful to reduce the soul, purged from all earthly
faults and purified from every stain, to its natural lightness. Then
our prayers may rise to God unchecked by the weight of any sin.
(49)
To experience such divine purity, we must learn to practice silence. This form of fasting
(from words and distractions) leads to meditation and then contemplation, which are the
gateways to experiencing the presence ofGod in prayer (26).
Spiritual training includes periods of spiritual dryness. Cassian reports that
dryness "comes either from carelessness on our part, or from the assaults of the devil, or
from the permission and allowance of the Lord" (28). These test our will to continue to
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pursue God and to gain perseverance in prayer (29). Through them we are reminded
again that our previous spiritual highs in prayer "resulted not from our own earnestness
but from God's gift" (28).
The continual reminder of a Scripture verse helps develop spiritual athletes.
Cassian refers to Abba Simon's admonition to dwell upon Psalm 70: 1 : "Be pleased, O
God, to deliver me. O Lord, make haste to help me!" Through the continual recollection
of this Scripture, we focus upon our need for God and as a resuh, pray! For every
temptation we recall this verse, and we pray! When under attack we recall this verse, and
we pray! In this way we begin to pray without ceasing (55-58).
Prayer as Discipline
To become committed to a life of prayer, one must also be committed to personal
transformation according to Richard Foster in his book. Celebration ofDiscipline. As we
draw nearer to God, we recognize our need for further conformity into the image of
Christ. God will not only show us sin in our lives but will also provide the spiritual
means to set us free (33).
A life ofprayer begins with the discipline to purposely pray. When we hear about
those who have progressed far in prayer, we should not compare ourselves with them.
Rather God will move us to deeper prayer only ifwe are willing to progress from where
we are now. God will meet us where we are now. Our prayers do make a difference
regardless of our experience and depth (Foster, Celebration 35).
Prayer as discipline presupposes that prayer is also a learning process. The more
we attempt to pray, the more God wants to teach us how to pray according to God's will.
We can determine ifwe are praying correctly if the requests come
to pass. If not, we look for the "block"; perhaps we are praying
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wrongly, perhaps something within us needs changing, perhaps
there are new principles ofprayer to be leamed, perhaps patience
and persistence are needed. We listen, make necessary
adjustments, and try again. (Foster, Celebration 38)
Listening may be the most important thing that we can leam about the practice of
prayer. "Listening to the Lord is the first thing, the second thing, and the third thing
necessary for successful intercession" (Foster, Celebration 39). Yet while leaming about
prayer, we should not make it complicated. Jesus taught us to come to the Father as
children, communicating with openness, honesty, and trust (40).
Praying in the Spirit
Jack Hayford testifies to receiving help in prayer by means of the Holy Spirit in
his book. The Beauty of Spiritual Language. Coming from a Pentecostal perspective, he
believes that the "grace" of tongues "is freely available as a resource to any or every
believer who will receive it" (103). In effect he defines such "spiritual language" as a
means of grace. He distinguishes this "grace" of tongues for prayer available to all
believers from the "gift" of tongues for public proclamation and ministry, which is a gift
exercised by some believers (103). He testifies.
My involvement in the spiritual language came about for one
reason. It was simply part of a joumey I had set out on years
before, a joumey to grow in the life of Christ and to know the
Father's ways. It was on that pathway that I found the beauty of
the spiritual language. And I also discovered how He has provided
this beautiful resource as a strong and tender assistance in walking
a specific path-nearer and nearer to the heart of God. (23)
He believes Christians benefit by praying with a spiritual language in the
following ways. First, spiritual language expands our worship and praise ofGod.
Hayford says that the entire purpose of tongues is a matter ofworship and praise (41). He
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supports this bibhcally from Acts 2:11: "We hear them speaking in our own tongues the
wonderfulworks ^^/[original emphasis] God" (45). In describing his experience with
spiritual language on this point he says, "1 worshiped God-perhaps not actually [original
emphasis] closer to His heart than ever before, but certainly with a liberty [original
emphasis] of expressing my love for Him which was newer and fuller than I'd ever
known" (50).
Second, spiritual language gives strength in spiritual warfare. "The realm of
spiritual vitality is the realm of spiritual warfare" (Hayford 57). He testifies conceming
the greatest battle of his personal spiritual life came when he committed himself to
minister in the power of the Holy Spirit. During a time of great temptation, he found
himself alone at home crying out to God with frequent surges of the spiritual language to
intercede for his emotional helplessness. Afterwards he gained victory over the
temptation; consequently Hayford believes the spiritual language to be a mighty resource
when in warfare against temptation and sin (58).
Third, spiritual language edifies the soul. Hayford quotes Jude 20, "You, beloved,
build up yourselves ... praying in the Holy Spirit," and 1 Corinthians 14:4, "He that prays
in a tongue edifies himself (136). Then he testifies,
1 remember a season sometime back involving an overwhelmingly
strenuous schedule. One evening during this time, 1 stood among
the worshipers in a church service where I was to speak. I felt
bone weary and mentally numb, stressed by the demands of duty.
As I tried to consciously measure what I thought my physical and
spiritual resources were for the message 1 was to bring, 1 nearly
wept. And it was there, as 1 felt such a desperate weakness, that
the Holy Spirit brought to mind the text above. I was prompted by
God's Word to draw by faith upon the potential within the spiritual
language to edify myself So, while the congregation was singing,
1 stood unobtrusively in the front row of the sanctuary, my back
toward the congregation so no one could see my lips. Then, as
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they sang, as an act ofmy own will, I took the entirety of the time
worshiping with my spiritual language.
To anyone else 1 would only have appeared to be singing with
the congregation. But minute by minute, as I sang with the spirit, I
became conscious of a steady increase of strength and refreshing
within my whole being. My physical frame, my mental mind-set,
and my spiritual preparedness were all refurbished marvelously.
(136)
Fourth, spiritual language grants distinct communication with God in particular
moments of need. The benefit here crosses beyond our understanding and our feelings
about prayer at any given moment. "When words fail and the soul seems chilled, there's
a hot line to heaven that goes directly to the throne" (Hayford 138). As 1 Corinthians
14:15 suggests, we may choose to pray with our spirit or pray with our understanding.
We may use both resources, native and spiritual language, in our communication with
God (139). At times the spiritual language will help us break through our spiritual block.
Fifth, spiritual language helps to unlock mysteries. The Holy Spirit functions to
bring our entire lives into the light of life in Christ, of understanding God's Word, of
knowing ourselves, and ofmore clearly perceiving others (Hayford 142). In application
the use of spiritual language in prayer may help "to bring to the surface of our
understanding things which have become hidden to our conscious mind" (143). Hayford
describes an experience of counseling someone who had some kind of psychological
block that hindered his peace and confidence as a believer. After leading him in a time of
prayer with understanding, he left the man alone, instructing him to make use of his
spiritual language. When Hayford returned to the man later, he testified to two incidents
buried into his subconscious that were brought to light. He experienced relief and
recovery through a means of "divine psychotherapy" (143-47).
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Ahhough many if not all of these benefits can certainly be experienced by the
work of the Holy Spirit apart from using a spiritual language, Hayford has made a strong
case for it indeed being a means of grace. To say that the spiritual language is available
to every "baptized in the Spirit" Christian as a grace for prayer (as opposed to some as a
gift for proclamation) depends upon one's interpretation of the means of grace and the
gifts of the Spirit. 1 do not believe Hayford would distinguish between praying with the
spirit and praying in the Spirit.
On the other hand, Arthur Wallis, in his book Prav in the Spirit, distinguishes
between these two. To him they are not identical terms (23). He describes praying in the
Spirit in terms of battling in spiritual warfare as in Ephesians 6:18 and building up one's
faith as in Jude 20 (26). Yet we may pray either "with the spirit" or "with the
understanding" (1 Cor. 14:15) while still praying in the Spirit. Praying with the spirit
describes for Wallis the use of praying with the gift of tongues (24).
The Varieties ofPrayer
In the book Prayer: FindinR the Heart's True Home, by Richard Foster, we
discover the great expanse of prayer in relation to God, self, and others. God's loving
friendship particularly through the Son draws us inward into the transformation we need.
In this arena God changes us, molds us, and forms us. Next God invites us upward into
the intimacy we need with the Father. Here we may adore God, rest in God, and listen to
God. Finally God calls us outward into the ministry we need through the power of the
Holy Spirit. God leads us to heal the sick, suffer with the broken, and intercede for the
world (255). In each of these three arenas, Foster describes different kinds of praying. In
effect his book serves as a textbook for prayer.
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"The movement inward comes first because without interior transfiarmation the
movement up into God's glory would overwhelm us and the movement out into ministry
would destroy us" (Foster, Prayer 6). In this arena where Jesus receives us regardless of
our identity, we begin to pray. After beginning to pray like a child we may enter more
difficult prayers that deal with self. One of them includes the prayer of forsakenness.
Here we discover more particularly God's identity through the destruction of our false
images ofGod. By sensing God's absence, we leam the tmth of God's presence, gaining
a greater sense of holy reverence (20).
At this point Foster refers to the description by St. John of the Cross conceming
the "dark night of the soul" (21). Through the prayer of forsakenness, we enter greater
purification of our souls. We have our outward dependence upon exterior results stripped
from us. This would include outward praise and control over the direction of our lives
(21-22). We begin to understand what John the Baptist meant about Jesus when he said,
"1 must decrease and he must increase" (John 3:30). We begin to strive less in getting
God to line up with our agenda and allowing God to simply have us where God wants
(22).
We also have our inward results stripped from us. When matters in our life do not
go as we hope, we wonder about God's goodness and plans for our lives. We doubt the
inner workings of faith, hope, and love. We question our personal motivations. We
become tentative, lacking faith in ourselves.
In this stripping process, God purifies our faith while threatening to destroy it.
"Through our barrenness of soul God is producing detachment, humility, patience,
perseverance" (Foster, Prayer 22). As a result we become thirsty for God and focused in our
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prayer. During this process the prayer of complaint may be most appropriate. Foster
recommends praying the Lament Psalms since they deal with inner conflicts and
contradictions. We leam to express our anger at God in one moment while breaking out to
praise in the next (23).
The prayer of relinquishment moves us from stmggling with our wills to the
acceptance ofGod's will (Foster, Prayer 47). It comes with spiritual maturity. Within
this prayer we find the prayer of self-emptying, formed from Philippians 2:5-8. At this
place we are willing to let go of our vanity in order to become obedient servants, even to
the point of death. Next comes the prayer of surrender. Here we go with Jesus to the
Garden of Gethsemane, considering all of our options and hoping to avoid pain but
saying, "Not my will, but yours be done" (Luke 22:42). Then comes the prayer of
abandonment, laying all outcomes before God. Next we leam the prayer of release. We
give all that we are and hope to be, all that we have and hope to have to God. We even
give God all desires for retaliation, tmsting God with all. Finally we come to the prayer
of resurrection. We ask God to rise back to life whatever advances God's kingdom in the
form that God desires. We rest in the confidence that God will bring to life what benefits
us for etemity (Foster, Prayer 55-56).
By making progress inwardly we begin an upward movement in our prayer. We
seek divine intimacy (Foster, Prayer 80). We begin with the prayer of adoration. To help
us regularly give thanks to God, Foster leads us to some stepping-stones. The first stone
involves experiencing the pleasures ofGod's creation. Through this Foster encourages us
to discover "our grateful center," the place in our memory that brings praise of God to
mind (88). Practicing gratitude as a habit describes the next stone, in response to the first.
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This stirs us to purposely give thanks to God. Then we come to the stone where we
magnify God. Foster suggests the use of the Psalter and music to praise the Lord for
God's goodness and love. The final stepping-stone is joyous celebration. We join the
chorus of heaven in proclaiming the triumph of God over evil (87-90).
As we reach up to God towards intimacy, we discover the prayer of the heart.
Quite often words fail us at this point, and we find the Holy Spirit praying through us
(Foster, Prayer 136). Foster includes in this kind ofpraying common charismafic
expressions such as receiving a "rhema" word from God, glossolalia, "resting in the
Spirit" (or "being slain in the Spirit"), and holy laughter (137-40). The Holy Spirit
initiates the prayer of the heart. Being aware of God's goodness, we respond with a
loving, prayerful heart.
In meditative prayer God addresses our will (Foster, Prayer 149). This prayer
starts with a spiritual reading of Scripture (or other devotional classics). Through
meditation we discover our personal connection to the biblical record (146). We may put
ourselves in the story (148). We may use a sanctified imagination (147). As a resuh we
hear God address us personally (153).
Meditative prayer prepares us for contemplative prayer. This prayer "is for those
who have exercised their spiritual muscles a bit and know something about the landscape
of the spirit" (Foster, Prayer 1 56). We do not enter this place easily or without caution.
We need to guard ourselves against the evil one as we visit deeper in the spiritual realm.
Foster refers to the light ofChrist, the cross of Christ and the blood ofChrist as means of
protection (157). Through this prayer we gain "a loving attentiveness to God," where
"talk recedes to the background and feelings come to the foreground" (158). This is not a
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pure emotional experience but rather an interior communion with God, the goal being
union with God (158-59).
The outward movement of prayer comes through the power of the Holy Spirit.
Here our prayer takes the form ofministry. For example healing prayer focuses upon the
needs of others. Foster describes four steps in this prayer. First we listen to gain
discernment. Next we ask God to answer our prayer in accordance with spiritual
discernment and as an act of our faith. Then we believe God will move being assured of
God's faithfulness to us. Finally we give thanks, expressing gratitude for God's care and
action in the particular situation at hand (Foster, Praver 210-14).
The most other-centered prayer according to Foster is the prayer of suffering
(Praver 217). In this prayer we share in the sufferings of Christ (217-18). On the passive
side, we deal with the many trials that come to us in our lives, with or without our
influence. For those sufferings that come apart from our control, God calls us to patient
endurance. On the active side we voluntarily take upon the sorrows of another upon
ourselves in order to set them free. We take them only for the moment, releasing them to
the Father who cares so much for us (222-24).
Foster lists many other types of praying in the movements inward, upward and
outward. The ones listed have served to complement what has already been mentioned
from the other books. Out of all the books reviewed, this one most completely covered
the widest practice of Christian prayer.
Review of Literature on Interviews
Steinar Kvale, in his book Interviews, explains how to attain this kind of
qualitative research. He describes seven stages of the interview process (see Table 1).
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Table 1
Investigating with the Final Report in Mind
1 . r/iemaiizing. The earher and clearer that researchers keep the end product of their
study in sight-the story they want to tell-the easier the writing of the report will be.
2. Designing. Keep a systematic record of the design procedure as a basis for the method
section of the final report. Have the final form of the published interviews in mind when
designing the study, including the ethical guideline of informed consent with respect to
later publication of the subjects' stories. Under the ethical ideal that research should
serve to enhance the human situation, communicating the findings to the scientific and
general communities is of prime importance.
3. Interviewing. The ideal interview is in a form communicable to readers at the moment
the tape recorder is turned off.
4. Transcribing. The readability of interviews that will be published should be kept in
mind during transcription, as well as the protection of the subjects' confidentiality.
5. Analysis. In a narrative analysis, the analyzing and reporting of an interview merge
and result in a story to be told to the readers. In other forms of analysis, too, the
presentation of the results should be kept in mind, with the analysis of the interviews
becoming embedded in the writing of the findings.
6. Feri/ication. With a conception of validation as communication and action, how a
study is reported becomes a key issue.
7. Heporting. Working toward the final report from the start of an interview study should
contribute to a readable report ofmethodologically well-substantiated, interesting findings.
Source: Kvale, Steinar. Interviews. Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE, 1996. 257.
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This helps to see the whole picture from the beginning to the end of the research process.
It also helps in how best to get the information sought from pastors.
He has other instructive suggestions in his book. Conceming how many people to
interview, he suggests approaching only as many as sufficiently provide the information
needed. He says a too small pool prevents generalizations while too large prevents a
penetrating interpretation. He believes that fifteen interviews, give or take ten, usually
cover most researchers' goals and purposes. He takes into account the time and resources
available to the researcher as well as the law of diminishing returns when considering
how many to interview. Although a common critique with his approach regards too few
subjects, he argues that more energy is left for preparing and analyzing the interviews.
Thus he emphasizes quality over quantity (Kvale 101-102).
The researcher needs expertise in both the subject matter and human interactive
skills (Kvale 103). The combination of knowledge, sensitivity, and empathy of the
interviewer influences the outcome of the interview (105). Finally the assurance of
confidentiality will also influence what outcomes the researcher will achieve.
To maintain consistency from interview to interview, Floyd Fowler and Thomas
Mangione suggest the following guidelines. The initial questions (versus the probing
ones) should be worded the same from interview to interview. This requires taking a list
of questions to the interview. Next the interviewer may gain clarification conceming the
respondent's answer in a nondirective manner by avoiding leading comments and follow
up questions. The answers recorded should not be edited or filtered by the interviewer,
but rather as stated by the interviewee (a tape recorder would work best for this). The
interviewer should portray a neutral and nonjudgmental stance while receiving answers
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from respondents (33).
Summary of Literature Review on Prayer and Ministry
From this review a diverse experience of prayer exists within the Christian
tradition. Towards the goal of this study, these findings are summarized under the
categories of pastor's prayer practices, the development of prayer, the obstacles to prayer,
the facilitating conditions for prayer, the patterns in changing prayer practices, and the
transformation through prayer.
Pastors' Prayer Practices
The practice ofprayer is rooted within the understanding of the means of grace.
God gives prayer as a means for people to discover grace. By God's grace anyone,
including pastors, can pray. At the same time in order to experience the means of grace
effectually, particularly in prayer, one must be intentional, according to John Wesley
(Knight 49-50). Discipline and effort count in the effectiveness of prayer. At the same
time, many of the authors warn against the thinking and practice ofprayer as a formula
approach to God.
How people practice prayer varies among individuals just as gifts, talents, and
personalities differ among them. The bible encourages: (1) private prayer (Matt. 6:5-6)
with Jesus modeling its practice (as discussed in Chapter 1); (2) corporate prayer (e.g..
Acts 1:14); (3) prayer without ceasing throughout the course of a day (1 Thess. 5:17);
and, (4) prayer for ministry (e.g.. Acts 28:8).
C. S. Lewis clearly expresses his preferences in practicing prayer using mental
images over words (11). He also prefers praying with his own words as opposed to using
written prayer, though at the same time agrees written prayers have their proper place (11-
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13). Gordon MacDonald believes praying three to four hours once a week surpasses
praying just a few minutes each day (201). Roberta Bondi emphasizes the practice of
prayer that includes the recognition of God's presence in the common matters of everyday
life (Ordinary 5 1 ). Jack Hayford describes how praying in tongues draws him closer to
God (23). Richard Foster gives a variety of prayer practices that include movement
inward, upward and outward (Prayer 255). Within each of these movements are prayer
practices that any given Christian may use more than another.
Not just one practice exists in prayer as the best way to pray. Yet, certain
practices seem biblically mandated (private, corporate, and in ministry) as part of
Christian discipleship. Consequently the prayer practices of pastors today should
represent such a variety of prayer practices.
The Development ofPrayer
God influences the development of prayer in people through various ways. We
see this clearly in the example ofPeter's life. His experiences of failures and triumphs
stimulated how he would pray. His relationships with Jesus and with fellow Jews and
disciples influenced Peter in how he would pray. The choices with direction from God, in
particular the presence and power of the Holy Spirit moving in his life, affected Peter's
prayer and ministry for others.
Foster emphasizes that the development and depth of a life ofprayer is about
choosing to be disciplined as God works with us where we are (Celebration 35). Then he
says prayer development happens as a continual listening and leaming experience (38).
Ultimately God is the One who takes us to greater heights of prayer with our cooperation.
This cooperation depends upon how we choose to respond to our life situations with or
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without faith. As Ellul says a lack of faith in the goodness ofGod makes communication
and cooperation with God nearly impossible (32). MacDonald encourages growth
through reading the writings of those who have excelled in the practice of prayer (201).
Desire and discipline for intentional growth precede the further development of prayer.
Obstacles to Prayer
Jacques Ellul identifies the first obstacle to prayer within himself He does not
claim to have any natural inward desire to pray (vi). Bill Hybels agrees that prayer just
does not happen for him as an automatic occurrence (7). John Wesley's letter to John
Trembath admonishes him for not overcoming this natural laziness to not pray (Telford 4:
103). Who among us does not struggle with the desire to pray? Quite often like the
disciples in the Garden of Gethsemane we would rather be sleeping or at least be doing
something else. This laziness in prayer can be fied to the rebellious nature still within us,
not wanting to submit to God's call to pray whether it be in secret, with others, or
continually.
Competing cultural values also tend to dupe us into not praying. Visibility,
busyness, and numbers push prayer towards lower priority for "successful" ministry. Bill
Hybels testifies to busyness being an enemy to prayer (100). Dick Wills suggests a career
mentality ofministry leads us away from the higher way ofprayer (77). Eugene Peterson
says most pastoral work today erodes prayer (43). Pastors face great obstacles in praying.
Who cannot help but think that the forces of evil are somehow involved in some of these
challenges?
Patterns ofChange in Prayer Practices
Certain events in life stimulate development. Just as growth spurts occur
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physically, they also happen spiritually. No one author suggested any predictable patterns
of how people's prayer practices change. The only consistent factor we find in those who
grow in prayer and those who do not from the literature is a matter of persistent
discipline. John Wesley modeled that best of all for Methodists (Harper, Prayer 57).
Transformation through Prayer
Gordon MacDonald describes the change in his soul through disciplined efforts of
prayer in solitude. He becomes more sensitiye to God's presence as well as his own
darkness through solitude. Oyer the course of time, God's Spirit corrects the intent of his
heart in service to the Lord (195-97). C. S. Lewis also talks about the various levels of
prayer experienced (82). At these places he discovered God's grace applied to his life in
different ways. Thus he suggests people should strive towards praying at higher levels for
the sake of their souls (63). Finally being prayerfully victorious over the internal warfare
against living a holy life requires commitment and discipline (Cassian 1 8).
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CHAPTERS
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Many measure the success ofministry in terms of numbers and physical
accomplishments; few measure success in spiritual terms such as prayer. How does God
define success? Let us consider the following passages.
"Do not let this Book of the Law depart from your mouth; meditate on it day and
night, so that you may be careful to do everything written in it. Then you will be
prosperous and successful" (Josh. 1 :8). This passage promotes the practice of Scripture
meditation (a form of prayer) towards successful leadership. In its context the Lord
encouraged Joshua to meditate upon the words given to him through Moses as he now led
the children of Israel to possess the promised land. By committing the word of the Lord
to his heart, Joshua would be equipped to hear God's voice in how to lead the people.
Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked
or stand in the way of sirmers or sit in the seat ofmockers. But his
delight is in the law of the Lord, and on his law he meditates day
and night. He is like a tree planted by streams ofwater, which
yields its fruit in season and whose leaf does not wither. Whatever
he doesprospers [emphasis mine]. (Ps. 1:1-3)
This passage also encourages meditating upon Scripture with the prospect ofprospering.
We develop our relationship with God when we meditate upon Scripture. God desires to
bless our relationship with good things. "Praise the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all
his benefits ... who satisfies your desires with good things" (Ps. 103:2, 5). Such
"benefits" come through growing in the grace and knowledge of our Lord. Through
prayer we discover God's will for our lives.
Prayer prepares for action. "He has showed you, O man, what is good. And what
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does the Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with
your God" (Mic. 6:8). Praying faithfully leads to living with faith. Prayer and action
work together to help us do the will of God.
John Ortberg refers to the tension between prayer and action in a recent article in
Leadership magazine. There he talks in terms between "abounding" and "abiding." He
quotes two passages to represent each side. "Always give yourselves fully to the work of
the Lord, because you know that your labor in the Lord is not in vain" (1 Cor. 15:58).
This describes the "abounding" side which involves action. "Remain in me, and 1 will
remain in you. No branch can bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can
you bear fruit unless you remain in me" (John 15:4). This describes the "abiding" side
which involves prayer. He believes we must strive to both abound and abide ifwe wish
to serve the Lord to the utmost of our abilities (28-30).
Considering some additional verses from John 1 5 we find the following:
1 am the vine; you are the branches. If a man remains in me and I
in him, he will bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.
(John 15:5)
If you remain in me and my words remain in you, ask whatever you
wish, and it will be given you. This is to my Father's glory, that
you bear much fruit, showing yourselves to be my disciples. (John
15:7-8)
You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you to go
and bear fruit-fruit that will last. Then the Father will give you
whatever you ask in my name. (John 15:16)
In all of these verses we see the importance of bearing fruit. God's evaluation of success
relates to the fruit we bear. In another place Jesus discerns between servants of God in
this manner: "By their fruit you will recognize them" (Matt. 7:16). Good fruit comes
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from a good tree. In the passage from John 1 5, we see that remaining in Christ, or
abiding in Christ is the means by which we bear fruit. This abiding imphes a prayerful
relationship. This does not mean we neglect skill or action. Rather to fully use skill
effectively and act efficiently for the kingdom ofGod, we must first pray.
Consequently, prayer is the key to producing the results that God desires. Prayer,
not as a formula but as a means of relationship, helps us to discern the will of God for our
lives. God calls all Christians, pastors particularly, to pray so that they may know God
relationally as opposed to just know about God informationally. Consider what the
apostle says to Timothy conceming being a "good minister":
For everything God created is good, and nothing is to be rejected if
it is received with thanksgiving, because it is consecrated by the
wordofGodandprayer [emphasis mine] . If you point these
things out to the brothers, you will be a good minister of Christ
Jesus, brought up in the tmths of the faith and of the good teaching
that you have followed. (1 Tim. 4:4-6)
Here we read that truth, faith, and good teaching come from a relationship with God
through the word of God and prayer. In this particular context, the concem about what to
eat and what to avoid eating was evaluated by considering the word ofGod and acting in
prayer. Since prayer reflects one's relationship with God, it is a vital sign ofministerial
success in terms of faithfulness. Prayer should not be part of a formula for success but
rather reflect a growing relationship with God.
The problem appears that pastors tend to put offprayer and depend more upon
their developed skills. Too many pastors neglect a life ofprayer to the detriment of their
souls, their families, and their churches. Even if they succeed in building churches with
many members, what do pastors gain by winning the whole world to their church while
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losing their soul and their family in the process? Pastors need to resist the temptations of
success as defmed by the world and strive towards success as defmed by God. How do
pastors get to the point of developing a growing life ofprayer for both themselves and
those under their care?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the proposed study was to explore the ways pastors' prayer lives
can develop over the duration of their ministries. What must happen to lead pastors in
becoming committed to a life ofprayer for themselves and their people? Prayer practices
that develop depth in spiritual formation do not come automatically. This study
attempted to discover some common themes towards growing a life of prayer with the
input of pastors serving churches in America today.
Research Questions
The following research questions intend to investigate pastors' prayer practices
and discover what affects them. The answer to these questions could lead to the
discovery ofwhat best influences pastors to grow in their prayer lives. The research
questions also guide the framework of the interview questions.
1. Whatare thepastors
'
pastandpresentprayerpractices? This question sought
the differences in the pastors' relationship with God through prayer from the beginning of
their ministry to now. To have the exact same prayer practices from the first days of
ministry to the end may not show consistency as much as being in a rut. To begin with
some and end with none may show the effects of a burned out ministry. To begin with
some and gain depth with some may show spiritual growth in spite of hardships. These
possibilities and everything else in between may arise when considering the past and
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current prayer practices ofpastors.
2. In what ways havepastors
'
prayerpractices changedover the duration oftheir
ministfyF This question hoped to discover the ways that pastors' prayer practices have
gained or lost depth. With the ups and downs through the stages of their ministries come
also the ups and downs of their prayer practices. This may serve as a refining process to
leam how to pray more effectively. Do they now pray more often? Do they now set aside
more time for prayer? In what ways do they pray differently than before? Has prayer
become more important to their churches?
3 . What roadb/ocks/obstacles havepastors encounteredin theirprayer livesF
This question tried to identify common obstacles that pastors face when developing a
prayerful ministry. Pastors may not have easily avoided these obstacles but instead
gained perspective in how to deal with them in healthy terms towards growing their
prayer lives and those of their parishioners.
4. What/acilitating conditions have in/luencedpastors 'prayerpractices? Ofiexr
pastors may be stimulated in their personal relationship with God through certain
circumstances and experiences in addition to daily habits. This question attempted to find
instances such as retreats, family changes, crises, and church challenges that influenced
pastors in their prayer lives. How do God's grace and the pastors' attitudes act as factors?
5 . Whatare the observablepatterns and/or transitions that have occurredover
theyears they haveprayed? This question hoped to leam what things cannot be avoided
if pastors are going to grow in their prayer practices. To what degree is Dick Wills'
^
Facilitating conditions are those events and factors in a person's life that help one towards achieving a
goal.
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observation true that pastors will either exit the ministry, settle for the status quo, or seek
deep spiritual change in their lives (77-80)? Can we advance our prayer lives without
first facing our own inadequacies?
6 . How has Godtransformedpastors
' /ives throughprayersince they began
ministry? Have they gained greater victory over anxiety? Do they sense an anointing
(God's abiding and abounding presence working through them) in ministry? Do they
hear God speak in wider ways? This question considered the experiences ofpastors as
they grew spiritually through prayer.
Methodology
Through a semi-structure interview protocol, personal input from pastors was
gained about their prayer practices. 1 first wrote letters to the pastors with whom 1 hoped
to secure an interview (see Appendix A). The letter introduced me and my purpose,
assured them of confidentiality in the interview with a tape recorder, requested their
consent before quoting them anonymously in the dissertation. Then 1 called them on the
telephone to make an appointment with them. Due to some appointments not working
out with those chosen by mail, I made some other arrangements with other pastors
without letters or even phone but by convenience of time and place. At the appointment I
interviewed the pastors, asking them particular questions about their prayer lives (see
Appendix B).
Subjects and Criteria
Local pastors were chosen primarily from the Central Florida area who lived
within a fifty mile radius of the city of Orlando. I interviewed a total of thirty subjects.
These were choosen from among pastors currently in ministry within the Florida
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Conference of the United Methodist Church. This ensured some continuity in the
research and designated a specific group for feedback.
As a criterion a cross section of pastors who represented a diversity in gender,
ethnicity, and conference affiHation were interviewed. This included men and women-
African-Americans, Haitian, Korean, Hispanic, as well as European-Americans-and full,
probationary, retired, and local pastor affiliations to the Florida Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church. Varying pastoral experience and differing sizes of churches
were represented through those subjects interviewed.
Another criterion in gaining interviewees was based upon availability of the
interviewee and my convenience to travel to the interviewee's place of preference. I
traveled out of the Central Florida area in order to gain ethnic representation for two
interviews. On another occasion two pastors outside the Central Florida area were
interviewed because we were all conveniently attending a pastor's continuing education
event together.
The thirty pastors chosen represented six districts in the Florida Annual
Conference of the United Methodist Church. Eighteen out of a possible sixty-two pastors
came from the Orlando district, two out of fifty-seven from Leesburg, two out of fifly-six
from Tampa, five out of forty-four from Deland, two out of forty-nine from Melbourne,
and one out of sixty-five from West Palm Beach. Other demographics conceming these
pastors can be seen in Table 2 (see p. 88).
Instrumentation
The candidates were interviewed using a semi-structured protocol. The interview
questions can be found in Appendix B. Depending upon their responses for each
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question, I probed for more specifics while guarding against leading questions and
comments on my part.
For reliability purposes I followed these basic interview questions with each
interviewee, requesting the same information from each. Probing questions helped at
times to get some information from someone that may have come more naturally from
another.
For validity purposes 1 conducted a pretest. In early June 2000, 1 interviewed a
pastor in Tampa with a list of questions found in the initial proposal. This pastor
responded favorably to the interview, completing it on tape within forty-five minutes. He
felt at ease and not threatened by the process. He responded to the questions without
hesitation but not without thought.
However the proposal committee suggested another style of questions that would
allow an indirect route to get the information that 1 wanted, particularly from those who
did not know me so well as did the pastor in the first pretest. These questions which
included a narrative style appeared to be the best route to take according to the
committee.
After revising the interview questions as found in Appendix B, the instrument was
pretested again. This time a pastor who did not know me was interviewed in August
2000. Through the process this pastor was able to respond to the questions and give a
picture of his prayer life. 1 leamed to be careful not to give any pastoral feedback through
the interviewing process. 1 needed to wait until the interview ended before giving
pastoral feedback.
A tape recorder was used during the interviews. The letter that requested an
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appointment also assured them of confidentiahty. Most interviews occurred in their
church offices. The remainder happened in another place designated as convenient by
them.
A professional transcriber received the session recordings. She typed the
interviews word-for-word into a word processor. She produced hard and diskette copies
for me on these interviews. The hard copy produced by the transcriber came with line
numbers for reference purposes. I considered using ethnographic software to help
analyze the data but found reviewing and categorizing responses by hand sufficient.
Chapter 4 reports the analysis of these interviews while Chapter 5 gives the summary and
conclusions from this study.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS
What are the prayer practices of pastors? In my attempts to find thirty pastors to
interview about prayer, I encountered little resistance experiencing only two no-shows and
one unable to comply within a reasonable time. One of the no-shows was rescheduled and
two other candidates were found to interview in order to complete thirty interviews. I am
grateful for the willing responses of the pastors in the Florida Conference of the United
Methodist Church whom I interviewed in order to gain firsthand data about their
experience of prayer. The following analysis provides various answers to questions
regarding the prayer lives of these pastors. Through this analysis I hope to discover helpful
conclusions for those pastors who wish to continue developing their prayer lives.
Demographics of the Interviewees
The thirty pastors were interviewed from August through December 2000. Table
2 lists the demographics of the interviewees. While initially limiting the selection of
pastors within a fifty-mile radius ofOrlando, Florida, every effort was made to obtain a
consistent representation from within the Florida Annual Conference. To achieve this
representation, a few pastors interviewed lived beyond this radius. Table 1 illustrates that
a fair representation of the pastors in the conference have been interviewed.
No statistical pages conceming age or pastoral experience exist in The 2000
Florida Annual Conference Event Journal. However, a varied representation has been
achieved in both of these as well, with the highest concentration near the median numbers
of both categories. Although not statistically represented, the interviewees included
pastors of large, medium, small, and mission church situations.
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Table 2
Demographics of Interviewees
Interviewees in Study Florida Conference Comparison
30 1282 members
#s Percentage #s Percentage
interviewed FL Conference
Gender:
Male 25 83.33% 1120 87.36%
Female 5 16.67% 162 12.64%
Florida Conference Affiliation:
Retired Elders 2
Elders 22
Deacons and Probationary 2
Local Pastors 3
Associate/Affiliate Members 1
(e.g., Paragraph 337.1)
Ethnicity:
Euro-American 22
African-American 5
(includes Haitian)
Latin-American 2
Asian-American 1
Pacific Islander 0
6.67% N/A
73.33% 970 75.66%
6.67% 147 11.47%
10.00% 114 8.89%
3.33% 51 3.98%
73.33% 1176 91.73%
16.67% 79 6.16%
6.67% 18 1.40%
3.33% 6 0.47%
0.00% 3 0.23%
Age:
21-30 0 0.00% N/A
31-40 5 16.67% N/A
41-50 11 36.67% N/A
51-60 11 36.67% N/A
61-70 2 6.67% N/A
Over 70 years 1 3.33% N/A
Pastoral Ministry Experience:
1-10 years 5 16.67% N/A
11-20 10 33.33% N/A
21-30 10 33.33% N/A
31-40 3 10.00% N/A
Over 40 2 6.67% N/A
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The Pastors' Past and Present Prayer Practices
What are the pastors' past and present prayer practices? The pastors revealed
many things about their prayer practices overall as indicated by the following tables. In
order to be included in each of the following tables, at least five pastors had to respond in
like manner.
The Occasions ofPastors' Prayer Practices
To an indirect, narrative approach of questioning, most interviewees willingly
responded conceming the occasions when they prayed. Table 3 illustrates this. The
numbers only indicate the practices that they willingly mentioned as part of their regular
prayer experience.
Table 3
The Occasion When Pastors Pray
The Prayer Occasion Number ofPastors Percentage
Having an intentional "Quiet Time" 21 70.00%
Praying throughout the day 1 8 60.00%
While in ministry with other people 10 33.33%
Having an "Extended Time" 6 20.00%
While exercising 5 16.67%
While first waking up in bed 5 16.67%
Although every pastor mentioned attempting to practice an intentional "Quiet
Time" at one time or another in their prayer life, twenty-one of them stated that they were
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currently practicing such a devotional time now. The length of such time varied among
pastors. These times ranged from a few moments with a brief devotional to a longer time
of an hour or more including meditation, contemplation, and intercession.
Consequently, quiet time among pastors mean different things. Some are more
serious than others conceming their practice of having a devotional time. The factors that
affect this practice will be considered later.
Eighteen pastors practiced praying serendipitously throughout the course of the
day. Some prayed this way in addition to having an intentional quiet time. A few of the
pastors prayed this way as the basis for most of their prayer life. The nine pastors who
did not mention that they practiced an intentional prayer time were included among those
who practiced prayer in this manner. Therefore, ifpastors did not have a scheduled time
to pray, then they usually prayed occasionally in the course of a day.
This does not mean that each of the pastors who prayed throughout the day did so
with any strong awareness of the presence ofGod. Some practiced prayer seriously
throughout the day that led them to intentionally stop and pray. Most of the pastors who
primarily practiced prayer in this maimer, prayed "on the go" at tense moments in the
day. They were "too busy" to stop and pray. So they sent a prayer upward here and there
as they considered the pressing needs within their ministry while neglecting to listen
more intently with time dedicated to prayer. With this limited practice of prayer they
were in touch with God. However by only praying in this cursory manner they missed
out on the most important part of praying-listening to God-and some sensed their need
for that.
Ten pastors indicated the importance of prayer for them while in ministry with
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others. This included praying on the phone, anointing people with oil, praying at the altar
rail, praying at the hospital, and praying with the congregation during the worship
service. Praying in this way was very rewarding for these pastors.
Six pastors mentioned having intentional extended times ofprayer. One pastor
took up to half a day for personal prayer, two or three times a week. For example, he
regularly used an afternoon (as one of his two or three extended prayer times in the week)
to pray for the wisdom and strength to fulfill ministry responsibilities. Another prayed
during a two hour slot in the early morning when his church held their monthly twenty-
four hour prayer vigil. He enjoyed these still and quiet hours to sing praise and to offer
prayers to God. Another pastor often prayed for three hours regularly in the early
morning as one of his three times of intentional prayer each day. Two pastors mentioned
taking a whole day for prayer. One practiced this day of prayer at least ten months out of
twelve for the year. The other prayed this way occasionally, often when preparing a
sermon plan for the months ahead. Finally, another pastor prayed late into the night with
members of his congregation. Every Friday evening they gathered for corporate prayer
and sought God for the growth of their church. This pastor believed praying in this
intense marmer as a congregation led to church growth.
Five pastors mentioned that they found their times of exercise helpful in
stimulating their dialog with God. Such exercises included swimming, jogging, and
walking. The discipline and pace required by the exercises gave them a means to focus
their conversation with God. It helped them gain a sense ofGod "moving" with them.
Some of these pastors experienced difficulty in being still and that entering into prayer
while exercising significantly helped them to commune with God.
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Five pastors mentioned that they prayed before their "feet ever hit the ground" in
the morning. Thus, they prayed while waking up. At that time they greeted the Lord,
having been grateful for the evening's rest and anticipated the Lord's help throughout the
course of the day.
Table 3 reveals important observations about pastors' prayer practices. Only 20
percent of the pastors mentioned that they prayed for an extended period of time.
Although 70 percent of the pastors stated having intentional quiet times, only a few of
them reported spending any serious amount of time in it. Consequently from Table 3 we
can see a deficiency in pastors' prayer practices. Clearly a minority ofpastors prayed
with any intensity over a significant amount of time. This confirms Peter Wagner's
findings about the prayer habits ofpastors in America (57 percent of pastors pray twenty
minutes or less a day) (78-79).
At the same time, this table reveals how pastors get started in prayer. Pastors can
develop their prayer lives when they first discern what they already do to facilitate
relationship with God and then build upon that. Consequently, both quantity and quality
are factors to consider in prayer practices. In the ways that they initially pray pastors
must consider the important items of listening, focusing, and persevering in prayer. As a
result, they will find a need to expand their time dedicated for prayer.
The Means to Prayer
The thirty pastors interviewed used a variety ofmeans to help them pray. Table 4
illustrates these means.
Sixteen of the pastors interviewed used Scripture to help them in their time of
personal prayer. Some incorporated within this time Scripture memorization. Some used
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specific reading plans. Some used meditation in conjunction with their reading of
Scripture towards the practice of prayer. Some prayed the Scriptures outright as God's
promises to them. These pastors believed Scripture to be foundational towards
stimulating their life ofprayer.
Table 4
The Means to Prayer
Means Number ofPastors Percentage
Using Scripture 16 53.33%
Using Devotional Helps 11 36.67%
Using a Journal 10 33.33%
Using Meditation 7 23.33%
Using Music and Song 7 23.33%
Using Thanks and Praise 7 23.33%
With Other People-Staff 7 23.33%
With Other People-Small Group 6 20.00%
Using Fasting 6 20.00%
With Other People-Spouse 5 16.67%
Eleven of the pastors used devotional helps as part of their personal prayer
practices. These included both classical (Oswald Chambers) and contemporary (Juan
Carlos Ortiz) authors, from simple (Upper Room) to more complicated (Job-Shawchuck)
prayer guides. These devotional guides stimulated their focus on God in prayer.
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Ten pastors used a journal in their personal prayer practices, h helped them to
write out their prayers, to express their thoughts about life and ministry, and to record
their feehngs about what was on their minds.
Seven pastors used meditation as an act of focusing upon God in their time of
prayer. One meditated on a particular name or characteristic of God as a means
towards focusing upon God and listening to God. Two reflected on a particular message
from Scripture. The others were simply intent on listening to God, trying to discern what
God was trying to say to them at that time.
Seven pastors welcomed music and song as a means towards helping them to pray
and become aware of God's presence. Some listened to music. Some sang favorite
songs and hymns while others made up their own songs of praise to God.
Apart from music and song, seven pastors said they intentionally gave God thanks
and praise as a means to enter into prayer. One particularly mentioned using thanks and
praise to God in the face of adversity. Another simply said that he gave God thanks and
praise as an act of "worshiping the Lord."
Pastors found praying with other people to be helpful in their practice of prayer.
Seven pastors mentioned the importance ofprayer time with their staff Such occasions
included once a week in the office, Sunday morning with the associate pastor, and first
thing every morning in the office with the staff present. Six pastors believed they
received great help in prayer when praying within a small group. Their prayer was
stimulated by accountability, encouragement, and worship within that group setting.
Bible studies, twelve-step, covenant, and prayer meetings described such groups. Five
pastors stated how they benefited from praying with their spouses, encouraging them in
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their Hfe of prayer. They were deeply thankful for how they often found great spiritual
strength through the prayers of their spouses.
Finally six pastors said they used fasting as a means of intensifying their prayer
efforts. One fasted as an act of intercession for a small group member. One practiced
fasting one meal a day for forty days to help him in his midday prayer time. Another said
he used fasting to help him focus on God. At mealtimes he would "push away the plate"
to pursue his need for God instead.
Other means not listed in Table 4 above included using written prayers, using a
retreat, using prayer language, having the congregation pray for the pastor, praying over
the pews before the worship service, praying out loud while alone, by using candles, and
taking advantage of certain special occasions for prayer (e.g., Wednesday prayer
meeting).
This table reveals the varied and many means which stimulate pastors to pray.
The two highest responses point to the common practice of /ectio divina. Through
spiritual reading pastors begin their encounter with God in prayer. Other means add to
this, but nothing appears more basic when beginning to pray. God speaks the word; often
this word is found through spiritual reading. In response we listen and make requests in
line with God's will.
The Positions and Locations ofPrayer
Adjacent to the means to prayer are the various positions and locations pastors
used for prayer. Although pastors did not place an overwhelming importance upon
prayer positions and locations, their effects warrant inclusion. For poshions, pastors
prayed on their knees, on their face, sitting in a chair, and with upHfted hands. Some did
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not hesitate to engage their body through their acts ofprayer. For locations pastors
prayed at a retreat center, on church property (outside), in the sanctuary, in the prayer
chapel, in the office, in the car, in the home (usually a specific room), in the bed, and
even in the bathroom. Quite often they looked for locations where they found solitude,
free from distractions.
One pastor described the importance of location and position for him with the
following response. He told how a regular hot tub experience became a time of intense
prayer over the course of two difficult years in his life. He intentionally met with God
during that time for both spiritual and physical benefits. He reported,
1 would imagine the hot water being his Spirit that 1 submerged
myself in-awesome kinesthetic symbol. . . . And God and I would
be one for a while-surrounded by His warm soothing relaxing
loving presence-like a baby in the womb of God. ... 1 had many
blessed nights that kept me whole during a particular time of
testing.
This exemplifies the potential width and depth of any pastor's prayer life that includes
position and location.
Roadblocks to Prayer
What roadblocks/obstacles have pastors encountered in their prayer lives? In
other words, what has kept pastors from praying? From the responses to the indirect
questions about their prayer lives, a few pastors admitted that certain adversities and
unanswered prayers dampened their prayer efforts. In the interview the following
question was asked directly, "What appears to you to be the greatest threat to your life of
prayer?" Table 5 shows their responses that can be described best by the three categories
given.
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Table 5
Threats to Pastors' Prayer Lives
Threat Number ofPastors Percentage
Lack ofDisciphne/Priority 15 50.00%
Busyness 14 46.67%
Distractions' 9 30.00 %
When fifteen pastors responded with lack of discipline and priority being the
greatest threat to the prayer lives, they included a number of different specific items that
fit in this category. Preoccupation with work and the fast pace of life keep some pastors
from prayer. Not getting a handle on their time management keeps others from prayer
time. One pastor said that family and God usually lose out first with his time. Pastors
struggled with priorities, laziness, apathy, selfishness, and the pace of work. One pastor
admitted that he allowed television to get in the way of his prayer time. Another pastor
said, "The urgent intrudes on the important."
The second most common response consisting of fourteen pastors was more
specific with the term, "busyness." One pastor used the words "can't fit it in" when he
described his lack of prayer time among a busy day. Another said that church work kept
him too busy to pray.
Nine pastors listed distractions as the greatest threat to their prayer lives. These
included the phone, their family/children, noise, hurry, church demands, and church
events. When they thought about attempting to have a time for prayer, these things
distracted them from keeping that commitment.
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One pastor described his struggle to pray in the following manner:
I'm not a highly ordered, orderly person. And so it is really easy
for me to get out of the habit. I might say, "Gee, 1 think I'll go
flick on the television and see what's on the news this morning," or
I might pick up the newspaper, or let me do my jogging first today.
So there are a number of distractions that if 1 don't specifically,
you know, say this is the time that I need, then it disappears, and
then that smyfauk [emphasis mine] .
A few other responses did not fit into these three categories. Two pastors could
not mention any threats to their prayer lives at this time. One said pride kept him from
prayer while another said being self-confident threatened his prayer life. Finally, one
said when he felt judgmental and prejudicial that he had trouble praying.
All of these responses testify to the fallen nature that not only remains within
pastors but often tends to overcome them. These responses show pastors being lazy and
undisciplined towards fulfilling their deeper calling. These threats to prayer lead them to
follow the career track ofministry. This track ofministry is appealing and seems easier'
but it does not fulfill the ultimate calling ofGod upon the lives of pastors.
To overcome these threats, pastors need transforming grace. Since the means of
grace primarily helped pastors encounter God's presence in their lives (see Table 9 p.
1 07), they should also play a significant role in overcoming these threats. However
pastors still had to choose for themselves their own course of action. They either pursued
or neglected grace for their prayer lives.
The Changing ofPastors' Prayer Practices
In what ways have the pastors' prayer practices changed over the duration of their
ministry? The pastors' responses to the narrative-based questions about their prayer lives
revealed that their practices changed over the course of their ministry, some for better and
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others for worse. The interview included questions around three key areas that could
affect the prayer lives of anyone to change in either direction. One key relates to their
experience of answered prayer, another key to how they responded to adversity, and a
final key to their experience of the presence of God.
The Effect ofAnswered Prayer
Table 6 lists the common answers to prayer that pastors experienced.
Table 6
Common Answers to Prayers
Answer Number of Pastors Percentage
Direction 19 63.33%
Resolving Difficulties 13 43.33%
Relationships 10 33.33%
When pastors let their requests be made known to God (Phil. 4:6), they most often
asked for direction, particularly for ministry concems. These included sermon
preparation, counseling, church facility concems, church staff concems, long-term goals,
and the casting of vision.
One answer to prayer within this arena involved the building of a health care
center. First, the pastor received the vision from God while on a personal vacation time.
Then on a succeeding vacation time, the pastor heard God speak to him concerning the
fulfillment of this vision. When he came back to the office from this vacation, the people
resources came into place to make this vision a reality. This answer required visioning,
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staffing, and timing, all under God's orchestration as discovered by the pastor through
prayer.
The next common answer to prayer came in the realm of facing difficulties.
Although akin to asking for direction, the answers to these prayers often came soon after
the moment of an immediate challenge. Such problems as church conflicts, ministry
burdens, ordination challenges, car problems, food needs, and deliverance from evil
influences motivated the pastors to pray. Then, they discovered that God answered their
prayer.
As an example one pastor told about a time when she had little food for her home.
So she prayed to the Lord out loud saying, "Help me. Give me food for my children."
Her daughter overheard her praying and told her mom not to pray like that. Instead she
should thank God for the food that God has provided in the past. The mother agreed and
they both gave thanks to God right then. At that time a visitor came by who was on her
way to seeing another pastor. She asked this visitor to request from the other pastor some
bananas without sharing the depth of her family's need for food. When this friend
returned from visiting the other pastor the next day, she brought not only bananas but also
other groceries and money!
Finally pastors found God answering their prayers conceming relationships. Such
answers included prayers for discernment in getting married, for healing, for how to get
along with someone (such as a senior pastor or a child), and for the needs of others.
One pastor told about how he became married again after having been widowed.
I said, "Now, Lord, you gave me a beautiful person to be my mate,
and now you have taken her away. I'm not going to look for
another one. You are going to give me one. . . ."
For almost three years I was single. . . . And I went to this particular
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church, and I saw this young lady. And 1 said, "No." I said, "1
can't marry her, because 1 am too tall, and she is too short."
And this is where the devil was playing his drums on me. And to
make a long story short, 1 said, "The people will call us Mutt and
Jeff. And they are going to make fun." And somehow or another,
the Spirit spoke. And he said, "Now, listen. She is just as tall as
you are where love is concemed, if you really love her. So I'm
sure she would love you. ..." And when 1 was about to sit down, it
looked like somebody whispered in my ear. And it said, "Now,
while you are sitting down, ifyou'll just glance back quickly, you
will see the girl who is going to be your next wife."
After asking her three times to marry him, she finally agreed. They now have been
married for over thirty years! Such answers encouraged pastors to continue their joumey
in prayer.
However pastors did face discouragement when their prayers were not answered
as they hoped. It made them question their faith and understanding ofGod. At first, their
intensity and desire in prayer waned. If their faith and understanding of God grew
through this time, then they leamed to pray in a more informed manner.
For example one pastor testified how he and his family prayed for a church
situation to improve, believing that it would. Unfortunately the church failed to progress
through a financial crises, forcing the pastor to move even though his desire was to stay.
He felt pain and disappointment in this process, particularly because his daughter felt let
down. She wanted to remain with her friends in the community throughout her high
school years. Although this pastor did not stop believing in prayer, his intensity of prayer
waned immediately after this disappointment. He did grow through this disappointment
as he tmsted God with the ultimate plans for his life, regardless of his location. He
leamed to pray with greater regard to God's sovereignty.
Another pastor experienced unanswered prayer for a spouse over the course of
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twenty-two years. Although the prayer was eventually answered, he struggled during the
long waiting period. This discouraged his regular practice of his daily prayer time.
Although he still verbally affirmed the importance ofprayer, he allowed the busyness of
ministry to overcome his commitment to prayer. Through this time, however, God has
proven himself faithful to this pastor. His wife and children have been answers to prayer.
His pastoral appointments and adversities have helped him to grow more dependent upon
God. Although he was not back to praying like he prefers, he has started to put back the
pieces of a regular prayer life.
As answered prayer encouraged pastors to pray, unanswered prayer initially
changed the expectation and intensity levels of prayer. Through the experience of
unanswered prayer, pastors' perspectives of God must change in order to have their
prayer lives change for the better. This leads to the effect of adversity.
The Effect ofAdversity
Table 7 lists the common adversities affecting the prayer lives of pastors.
Table 7
Pastors' Adverse Experiences
Adverse Experience Number of Pastors Percentage
Church Ministry 16 53.33%
Relationships 6 20.00%
Personal Health 6 20.00%
Not surprisingly, most of the pastors' adversities revolved around the ministry of
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the church. These usually involved church conflicts which often led to a sense of being
overwhelmed. Decline in attendance, crises, staff problems, difficult deaths (suicides and
children), difficuhies in ordination acceptance, and making a move from one church to
another round off some other examples of adversity within the life of the church. One
person even told of a conflict involving guns!
One pastor shared about the conflict of declining attendance causing him to
wrestle with who and what to blame. As he became more evangelical in conviction and
wanted the church to become less of a country club, some people on the fringes of the
church began to leave. Some directed their anger at him. At first he wondered if indeed
he was doing something wrong. Then, he realized that in this last year ofministry he
experienced more people coming to Christ than in prior years. This time of adversity has
led him towards greater maturity as a pastor, helping him to prioritize his ministry.
The next area of adversities falls under the category of relationships. These
included divorce, death of a child, miscarriages, death of a spouse, death of a brother,
gender prejudices, and the mental breakdown of a spouse. Such stress from their
personal relationships also placed a strain on their relationship with God. For example
one pastor cared particularly well for people during their losses and tough times. Then he
experienced the loss of his brother. This grief brought out of him his own need for
comfort while in the midst of increasing pastoral demands. Meditatively, he realized that
prayer does not change God but rather changes him. This helped him as he continued to
deal with his grief
Finally pastors reported experiencing adversity through poor personal health.
One pastor had a period of time where he could not stay awake while trying to prepare
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for a sermon (and this was in the daytime, not late Saturday night). Four pastors
mentioned that they wrestle or have wrestled with depression. One also talked about
having panic attacks at one point in his life and ministry.
For example one pastor went on sabbatical leave for a year as he wrestled,with
depression and panic attacks. The stress and strain ofministry had become too
overwhelming for him to continue. Through a year of rest from ministry, he regained his
strength and focus for further pastoral ministry.
Almost every pastor interviewed shared various experiences with adversity in
their lives. They then shared how they responded to these adversities (see Table 8).
Table 8
Pastors' Responses to Adverse Situations
Response/Affect Number of Pastors Percentage
Pray More 22 73.33%
Intensify Perseverance 1 1 36.67%
Increase Faith 7 23.33%)
Consult with Friends 7 23.33%
Refocus Prayer Life 6 20.00%
As testified by twenty-two pastors, they most commonly responded to adversity
by praying more. Through the adversity they became more intentional in their request of
prayer, being "drawn to God" through the adversity. They spent more time praying,
driven to their knees, crying out to God. They found that they pray the hardest when the
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need was the greatest. During such times most pastors intensified their focus on the
Lord, depending upon God more and believing that prayer makes a difference. One
pastor said,
1 have had to just praise God through some real darkness and just
acknowledge God's presence in the midst ofwhere 1 am, and that
God is sovereign, and that he is with me. 1 think my times of
prayer and praise really has encouraged me.
Another pastor said, "These things, they are struggles, but yet they help me to grow
spiritually, and they draw me closer to God."
At least eleven pastors drew from within themselves determination for
perseverance, usually accompanied with prayer. They kept on serving and praying,
enduring through the tough times. Regardless of their feelings, they believed that the
difficulties would be resolved in time. One pastor shared how her church's situation did
not improve after being there a year. As a result, she "kept on" and became much more
intentional about asking people to pray for her and the church situation. She asked
church members and other pastors to intercede. Through this she says, "1 felt really more
drawn [to] and dependent on God."
Seven pastors said their faith increased through their adversities. Their prayer
lives became stronger. They expressed trust that "God is in charge." They recalled
God's faithfialness from the past and from Scripture. One pastor said, "So 1 suppose what
keeps me going is trusting in the character ofGod, who He is and [who] he says He is.
And knowing in my ovm mind that prayer is my lifeline. It is the power source."
A different set of seven pastors said they consulted friends during adverse times.
They found their friends being the ones who would pray for them and encourage them
through adversity. This included those in a small group, such as a twelve-step group or
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an accountability group. This also included an occasion when someone serendipitously
stopped by to give them an encouraging word in the midst of a difficulty.
Six pastors stated how they refocused their prayer life during the adversity. One
went "back to basics." Another returned to traditional practices such as praying through
the Lord's Prayer and still another became more disciplined in the practice of prayer.
One became introspective, getting eyes off of self One pastor called the church to prayer
through the adversity of being a declining church.
Other responses numbering less than five included giving God praise, praying
more with others, looking to the Scriptures, surrendering to God, writing in a journal,
gaining perspective, and making adjustments. Four pastors experienced difficultly in
prayer with expectations being minimized and with discouragement against a set time of
prayer. To illustrate this one pastor described the change in his prayer practices in the
following manner:
Earlier in my life . . . probably eight years ago, and previous to that
... I had more of a . . . routine of set-aside time . . . where 1 would
. . . clear off a block of time, and 1 tried to do that on a pretty
consistent basis. . . . And discouragement and frustrations of daily
schedules would crowd into that time. At that point, since I am not
into that set-aside time as much anymore, 1 would say my
frustrations changes [sic] my prayer life in how 1 wrote during my
prayers more than anything. ... [A]s 1 am talking to God, a lot of
times it is more out of angst or more out of sarcasm than it is with
praise or thanksgiving. So 1 would say it changes the tenor ofmy
prayers at this point in my life more than it changes the
continuation of prayer.
This pastor's experience and previous illustrations show how the type ofprayer and the kind
of time for prayer can be affected by years ofministry and the adversities that come with it.
The Effect ofGod's Presence
Table 9 illustrates the various ways that pastors experienced the presence ofGod
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in their lives. These included both formal and informal elements in approaching God.
Table 9
How Pastors Experienced the Presence of God
Experiencing God Number of Pastors Percentage
Within the Means ofGrace 27 90.00%
Corporate Worship 16 53.33%
Prayer 15 50.00%
Praise 11 36.67%
Scripture 5 16.67%
Within Unique Moments 12 40.00%
Within Daily Ministry 11 36.67%
Within Particular Relationships 6 20.00%
The largest response (27 out of 30) to experiencing the presence of God came
within the means of grace. This may indeed be a theological influence from the
Methodist tradition. John Wesley encouraged preachers and lay persons alike to take
advantage of all the available means of grace. He emphasized the importance of
intentionally seeking God when using the means of grace and this seeking always implies
the act ofprayer by itself or conjoined with another means of grace (see Chapter 2 pp.
4 Iff).
The means of grace by which pastors reportedly most often experience God's
presence came within corporate worship. Sixteen pastors responded in this way. This
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included special moments within a given worship service such as being called upon to
sing, the sharing ofpersonal testimonies, the laying on of hands at the altar rail, the
anointing of others with oil, all night prayer, the baptismal portion of the service, and the
presence of a man with Down's syndrome engaging the congregation. (In this particular
instance the congregation at first was hesitant to welcome this man; however the man
continued coming to worship, and the people warmed up to his presence. Through this
the pastor recognized God's grace and presence among them through the transforming
actions between this man and the congregation.) Others testified that they sensed God's
presence through preaching and through the service music (e.g., "praise and worship"
portion of the service).
Fifteen pastors said they experienced God's presence through intentional acts of
prayer. This included using a particular style of prayer such as contemplative prayer,
using the A.C.T.S. (adoration, confession, thanksgiving, and supplication) outline, prayer
language, prayers of confession, prayers of intercession, and memorized/written prayers
("Let the words ofmy mouth and the mediations ofmy heart be pleasing in your sight").
When praying at a particular location (around a lake) while walking, one sensed the
presence of God. When fasting and praying, a vision came that signified the presence of
God. When praying fervently, one felt the presence ofGod. When lying down on his
face in prayer, one pastor almost always experienced the presence of God.
Eleven experienced the presence ofGod through the intentional act of giving God
praise. These included instances with and without music. Often such a time of praise
preceded a further time ofprayer. One pastor described his experience as follows:
Sometimes I will sit in my chair, and if I feel like nothing is getting
through, then I say, "Okay God. I'm going to sing a hymn to you."
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And so I will go back and sing maybe some old favorites like "Be
Thou my vision O Lord ofmy heart. ..." 1 have to go back and sort
of die to self, sing some hymns or praise songs to God, and then it
starts to break through.
Five pastors believed Scripture often led them into the presence of God.
Comments about experiencing God's presence through Scripture included gaining a sense
of peace, having an ongoing encounter with God, and experiencing revelation of truth.
For example, when one pastor read from the sixth chapter of Isaiah, she experienced an
overwhelming peace about her relationship with God. She meditated upon the coals from
the altar providing the prophet with a sense of atonement for his sin. Then, she realized
how God provided her atonement for sin and forgiveness. Through that she powerfully
experienced God's presence in her life.
Other means of grace mentioned by pastors but not listed in Table 9 included
experiencing God through fasting, prayer symbols, small groups, and prayer times within
small groups. One pastor wore a three inch by two inch metal cross around his neck, not
so much as a witness to others as to himself When he became aware of the cross during
the course of the day, he remembered God's care for him and then prayed.
Twelve pastors testified to experiencing God's presence during unique moments
in their walk with God. Conversion experiences, calls to ministry, facing difficulties in
their lives, spiritual retreats, and people ministering to them described such moments. In
contrast with the following category of experiencing God's presence while ministering to
others, these experiences revolved around the place where pastors became the recipients
ofGod's grace. Some of these ministry moments included others praying for them such
as in ordination, someone speaking the word of God to them, and as simple as hearing
other lay people praying out loud.
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As an example one pastor, while being on a retreat, told about receiving a vision
from God about the importance of prayer. The vision included a water tower and the
valve that controlled the flow ofwater. It illustrated to the pastor the flow ofGod's grace
and power to the congregation. He saw his own hand on the valve straining to increase
the flow as he expended all of his creativity and "know how" in growing a church. Only
a few drops ofwater came out signifying a very small supply of grace and power from
God flowing to the congregation. However, as he took his hand off of the valve,
committing himself to prayer and calling the congregation to do likewise, then he saw
God's grace and power flowing more abundantly. He interpreted this to himself and to
his congregation as God's call to prayer. He also thought of Zechariah 4:6 in this
moment: "'Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit,' says the LORD Almighty."
Eleven pastors mentioned experiences within their daily work and ministry that
made them aware of God's presence. For instance, one pastor prayed for confirmation
about the church getting a new sign. The congregation was facing financial challenges
overall, and the pastor did not want to add to their burden. So in the course ofmid-week,
she prayed for some kind of sign that God would give to know whether to move forward
with this action. That Sunday she preached at the first service about Jesus' response to
doubting Thomas and related to her congregation her struggle in prayer that week about
whether or not to move forward with a new church sign. After the service they found a
ten inch square box taped shut outside the church entrance. On top of the box an attached
note said that this particular church family has been saving their change and decided to
give it to the church for a new church sign. The congregation at that point sensed a "God
moment" whereby God gave them a sign about the new church sign! That answer to
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prayer within the midst of Sunday morning ministry ushered them into the presence of
God, and they gave thanks to God.
Sensing God's presence while ministering to others summarizes most of the
incidents under this heading. For example one pastor testified to the ministry of inner
healing that he and his wife gave to others that often led them into experiencing the
presence of God. As they prepared to hear God through scripture, prayer and instruction,
quite often a time came where God's presence appeared to weigh upon them as God
ministered directly towards the irmer healing needs of the person to whom they were
helping.
Six pastors reported experiencing God's presence within particular relationships.
When one pastor met her future spouse, they both sensed God's presence confirming
their eventual union as husband and wife. Another testified to God's presence while his
wife prayed with him, one at special moments with his children, one when receiving
forgiveness from his wife and congregation, and another during a reconciling moment
with a church member. They realized God's presence believing God orchestrated such
developments among relationships.
Some final observations not shown on Table 9 include the following. Four
pastors talked about the inner feelings they had when they experienced the presence of
God. These feelings included peace, assurance, mystery, and love. One said he
experienced God's presence in the midst of surrendering to God. Three pastors
mentioned some unique locations where they experienced God's presence such as in the
shower and in the car. One said that he did not have to be in a particular place or position
in order to experience God's presence. As his heart was in tune to pray, he sensed
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communion with God. This happened for him as part of his daily walk as he leamed that
prayer is an ongoing process in addition to set times to pray.
The responses discussed from the observations in Tables 6 through 9 show that
pastors' prayer lives changed over the course of time. Their prayer lives both increased
and decreased, going in different directions at certain seasons ofministry. Those pastors
who persevered towards increasing their desire for prayer understood this to be one of the
major purposes of their adverse experiences. God taught them to become more intent in
their prayer lives.
Interesting relationships exist among the responses from these Tables. For
example the biggest answer to prayer for pastors concemed direction and resolving
difficulties, most ofwhich related to their congregation. Then most adversities that they
faced came from theirministry within the church. Next in response to these adversities
almost all of them said they prayed more. Finally the number one encounter with God's
presence happened in corporate worship.
All of this means pastors experienced the best and the worst in church. Often,
experiencing the worst in church actually helped them to experience the best in church as
well. Through life in the body ofChrist, pastors encountered both blessings and curses.
The observations ultimately show that through prayerful encounter with God many
pastors discovered their Redeemer reversing the curses to become blessings in and
through their pastoral ministry within the life of the church. In other words blessings
came through perseverance in suffering such as in adversities, unanswered prayer, and
wondering "where was God" during such times. In the end pastors discovered God
answering prayer and usually not as they originally expected.
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Aids to Prayer
What facihtating conditions have influenced pastors' prayer practices? As with
the roadblocks, this question was partially answered with the pastors' responses to the
indirect questions conceming their experiences. Adversities, answers to prayer, and
God's presence in their lives often served to encourage them to pray. However two other
interview questions relate to this particular area. First the question of what helps them to
pray was asked directly. Second, a question about those who encouraged them to pray
and what they did to encourage them to pray also helps to answer this question.
Instrumental Aids to Prayer
Table 10 lists the pastors' responses to what helps them most to pray.
Table 10
Aid
Means of Grace
Need
God's Presence
Discipline
Aids to Pastors' Prayer Lives
Number of Pastors Percentage
13 43.33%
13 43.33%
7 23.33%
5 16.67%
Thirteen pastors listed certain means of grace as aids to prayer. These included
small groups who encouraged prayer and helped them in prayer, scripture, fasting (for
focus on God), silence, music and song (singing the hymnal and listening to gospel
music), and praying out loud.
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Thirteen pastors also stated that their need for God helped them to practice prayer.
Some comments included "can't see my way" apart from prayer, "can't go on without
prayer", and "can't do this on my own." They realized their need for prayer when their
lives were falling apart, when they were at a crossroads for a decision, when they were
"to the end of [themselves]" in desperation, when in crisis, and when they could not
handle things by themselves.
Seven pastors testified to God's presence helping them to pray. One pastor said
she was able to see God everywhere and that helped her to pray at any time. Another
said the love and peace he felt from God helped him to pray. Still another said the
presence of the Holy Spirit helped him to pray. One pastor said, "1 tend to experience
God's presence almost every time I lay down on my face and begin to pray." Knowing
God is there, experiencing joy in the congregation, dreams and visions, moments of
ministry, and other experiences with God helped pastors sense God's presence and pray.
Five pastors mentioned that the discipline of scheduling a time to pray helped
them to practice prayer. One pastor said the discipline of "putting my seat in the chair"
helped him to pray. By scheduling their time to pray as an important time in their day,
they got it done. They said it required commitment, focus, and routine. Prayer was their
priority, not commodity.
Other than the above categories, one pastor said a thankful attitude that does not
take things for granted helped him to pray. Another testified to the difference that prayer
has made in his life which motivated him to pray.
Relational Aids to Prayer
Probably the greatest "directional" aid to pastors in their prayer lives has been
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mentors. Such personal influences highlighted to them the importance of prayer. All
thirty pastors mentioned at least one person or author who stimulated them to pray. The
degree of influence upon their prayer life depended upon many factors. The more they
found themselves surrounded by people who practiced prayer, the more of an influence
such people had on them to pray. The closer they felt akin to a prayerful person, the
more likely they felt the impact ofprayer in their life from such a person. The more they
sought out help in prayer, the more they received help and encouragement in prayer from
authors and mentors. These factors were all subjective in nature but appeared to have a
lasting impression in how pastors practiced prayer.
Twenty-eight pastors listed a mentor of some kind who stimulated their life of
prayer. These included a bishop, other pastors, professors, authors, Sunday school
superintendents and teachers, church members, pastors' spouses, lay witnesses, and
friends. Each of these taught them a lesson gained through the practice ofprayer that
they still vividly remember.
Fourteen pastors mentioned a relative or two who influenced them in prayer.
These included mothers (5), grandmothers (4), fathers (3), wives (2), a father-in-law, a
brother-in-law, and a daughter. Both mentors and relatives transferred prayer attitudes
and practices upon those whom they influenced. Those pastors who had such a positive
influence in their lives expressed such in their stories of prayer.
For example one pastor told about a time when his son fell to the ground on his
back from the second story of a house. When he got to his son, he was groaning and
blood was coming from his mouth. Then, the groaning stopped, and he thought his son
was dead. All he could think to do was to pray, "Jesus, have mercy." That was all he
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prayed. "Jesus, have mercy." He beheved that prayer expressed the need for that
moment. After a few minutes, his son regained consciousness. When the emergency
vehicles arrived, they discovered that he was fine apart from some damage to his collar
bone.
An interesting piece within the interview came later when he talked about his
mother's prayer habits. He said she would be doing the dishes in the kitchen, looking out
the window, and be talking out loud to God. Then, he said that often her prayers were
things like, "Lord, have mercy," and then he made the connection. "That is where I got
my 'Jesus, have mercy.'" From this example we see the transferring of a particular
technique for prayer from one person to another. Years later in the face of a crisis
situation he spontaneously prayed, "Lord, have mercy." Thanks to an example set earlier
by his mother, the pastor's prayer proved effective.
Mentors, relatives, and authors all served to stimulate pastors to improve their
prayer lives. Table 1 1 lists the ways pastors benefited from such influences.
Table 11
Instrumental People'i's Influence on Prayer Life
Action Number of Pastors Percentage
Example in how to pray 25 83.33%
Instruction 17 56.67%
Encouragement 10 33.33%
The greatest influence as indicated by twenty-five pastors was a mentor's or
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relative's example of prayer. Hearing them pray, seeing them pray, experiencing the
fervency of their prayers, and observing their discipline of prayer described the kind of
examples gained from such mentors and relatives.
The next influence came in the manner of instruction. Seventeen pastors
indicated they received some kind of beneficial instruction from someone influential in
their prayer life. One pastor mentioned the initial teaching of prayer by a mother while
another referred to the deeper teaching of prayer by a catholic lay woman. Authors also
contributed to their growth in the practice ofprayer. One pastor's brother-in-law
instructed him to take a day of prayer once a month. When he began that practice, he
immediately saw the benefits of gaining perspective and hearing from God in the midst of
his busy daily ministry. Since then, he has practiced a day of prayer almost every month.
The final influence to help pastors pray came in terms of encouragement. Ten
pastors indicated this as important to their motivation in prayer. Encouragement came
from small groups, friends, hearing others pray, and exhortations to prayer. Some pastors
mentioned the encouragement they got when they knew others were interceding in prayer
for them.
One pastor initially saw prayer as a set ofpractices to achieve as opposed to the
development of a relationship. The Catholic lady who served as his mentor taught him to
focus on prayer as a relationship by which he would be transformed. He said.
Ultimately, it is a relationship that is transformed. It is not
particular practices. And I think she helped me focus on that fact,
and yet the practices are not inconsequential. So, without some
discipline in being willing to follow a practice that works for you,
your relationship m7/sifier [emphasis mine].
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Transforming Prayer Lives
How has God transformed pastors' hves through prayer since they began
ministry? First, pastors have not always been transformed for the good simply because
they have not always responded fully to the call to prayer in developing their relationship
with God. Pastors have become discouraged, slowly withdrawing from God, as their
imperfect perspective of God betrays them. For example, one pastor believed that his
prayer would be answered in the way he asked because of his faith. His perspective did
not allow God to show him immediately a bigger picture ofwhat God was doing in his
life through this disappointment. So, he initially lowered his expectations of God
answering his prayers. However, as his perspective ofGod's ways opened up to change,
his fervency in prayer returned.
The following examples illustrate two pastors of different backgrounds whose
prayer lives have been transformed. One pastor received training in seminary about the
importance ofprayer. He had professors who mentored him in the practice ofprayer.
Yet, his discipline ofprayer at the begirming of his ministry years did not have a high
priority of daily practice. He tried to squeeze his prayer time within the daily demands of
ministry.
Over the course of his ministry, three distinct events happened that stimulated the
practice of his prayer life. First, his missionary brother-in-law wrote him a letter,
instructing him to take a day for prayer each month. He began the practice twenty years
ago and has benefited from it. During one of these prayer days, the weather forced him
to go to a public library in another city instead of an isolated place outside. During the
course of his quiet study time on this particular day, a woman who had been working at a
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desk nearby dropped a Scripture reference written on an index card where he was
working. That particular reference was Isaiah 40: 1 1 : "He tends his flock like a shepherd:
He gathers the lambs in his arms and carries them close to his heart; he gently leads those
that have young." This verse encouraged him with God's strength to face his pastoral
challenges. This same pastor commented that he finds Scripture to be the springboard for
his prayer life.
The second thing that happened to stir his life of prayer was an appointment to a
difficult church and the experience of betrayal by a staff member. These adversities
made ministry extremely difficult for him. He needed God more than ever before. He
rediscovered the necessity of daily prayer and study disciplines. He remembered what
one pastor/professor (Dr. David Seamands) said to him: "God will give you breadth
through your ministry. You are responsible for the depth." So, that time of adversity and
desperation led him to call upon God more intently every day.
Then during a continuing education event, he heard a retired pastor give his daily
routine of prayer and study during his years ofministry. That stimulated the discipline
that he now practices today. He starts each workday with two to three hours ofprayer
and study. He wished he had that established earlier in his ministry; however his
experiences demonstrated God's desire to develop a deeper prayer life within him.
Another pastor initially experienced prayer simply as a routine practice. He did
not receive much training in prayer from his seminary. However, while there he met a
Catholic woman near where he lived. At this time he sensed a need to discover depth to
prayer. So, he talked with this woman, asking her to help him to pray. This woman gave
him some books from the Catholic tradition that helped him to dig deeper in his spiritual
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formation. He began to experience the spiritual disciplines as means to nourish his soul.
He still does not care for routines. He does not believe that he has to do the same
thing everyday. However, he does believe he needs to practice some prayer discipline to
aid him in being close to Christ. He knows experientially that if he does not take the time
to open himself up to God's presence, then he finds himself at a distance from God. He
develops a "dryness." So, this pastor's prayer life has been transformed through
recognition of his inner need, an atypical mentor, authors, and discovery of practicing
disciplines in concert with his personality makeup.
Observable Patterns
What are the observable patterns and/or transitions that have occurred over the
years that pastors have prayed? The narrative responses to the indirect questions supply
some help in observing some patterns of prayer practices.
The dynamic of a relationship with God through prayer varied among pastors as
has been shown in the analysis up to this point; however, particular life and ministry
transitions in pastors' lives often stimulated changes in their prayer lives. From the
interviews the following sometimes precipitated changes in a pastor's prayer life:
1 . Unique moments of God's presence in their lives (conversion, calling,
ordination, vision, etc.) highlighted the reality of God's presence to them through prayer.
2. Influential persons ofprayer gave examples, instruction, or exhortation and
encouraged them to pray more.
3. Adversities led them to depend more on God and less on themselves.
4. Answers to prayer indicated God's intervention in their lives and
encouraged them to pray more.
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The above items describe providential occasions where God took the obvious
initiative to break into the pastors' lives; however, pastors did not need to wait for such
an occasion. They also responded to God's less obvious initiative through the means of
grace. By seeking God this way, they gained a greater awareness of God's presence and
activity in their lives. When discovering God's grace to be active in their lives, pastors
usually attempted to retain a sense of God's presence; therefore, pastors became more
intentional in pursuing God through the means of grace and prayed more often. This
describes a general pattern of how a pastor's prayer life developed over the years they
have prayed. Pastors responded differently and pursued prayer in different ways. God
worked uniquely in pastors' lives, according to God's plan for relational ministry through
them.
Intangibles
Spirituality is difficult, if not impossible, to measure. Subjecfive terms are
employed to describe the reality of the presence of the Holy Spirit in the lives of
believers. Some of the pastors interviewed have experienced more prayer than others;
however, to attempt to label one pastor more spiritual than another based upon certain
prayer practices leads to a judgment that properly cannot be made. Some have practiced
spiritual disciplines more than others, while others have experienced more ministry
success than others with no definite correlation.
All pastors believe in the importance ofpracticing prayer for their lives and
ministries; however, their practices differ according to their personalities, experiences,
and responses to God's grace. Prayer helped pastors within their lives and ministries but
only to the degree that they allowed it to help them. Pastors needed to find ways for their
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own relationship with God to be nurtured, just as much as they desire the same for their
parishioners.
Regardless of the size of a church, pastoral ministry has great demands upon the
soul of a pastor. Nevertheless the larger the church is, the wider the responsibilities
become. Pastors of larger churches have influence over a greater number of people, and
a greater number of people demand more from one pastor. Pastors of large churches did
not necessarily pray more intently than pastors of other churches. However in the
process of gaining increasing responsibilities, some pastors experienced their need for a
deeper prayer life.
Summary of Interviews
All the pastors interviewed prayed, but their practices and priorities differ among
one another. Through their years of experience most discovered the importance of
prayer; however, only a minority gave testimony to prayer actually becoming a high
priority in their ministry. Only six out of thirty pastors mentioned having extended time
of prayer. Only six pastors used fasting with prayer (fasting accentuates the urgency and
seriousness of prayer). Only five mentioned praying with their spouse, six with a small
group, and seven with their staff. If prayer were a high priority with pastors, then they
would have stated the importance ofpraying in these ways more often.
Fortunately God does not quickly disqualify pastors due to their lack of prayer.
Through their experiences, pastors discovered divine grace wooing them deeper into
relationship with God by means of prayer. Through the disciplined use of the means of
grace, some pastors saw improvement in their spiritual lives. As their prayer practices
grew qualitatively, their relationship with God grew. Answers to prayer, adversities in
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their lives, special encounters with God's presence, and the guidance ofmentors led
pastors to seek God through prayer more and more.
Pastors did not make progress unless they willingly chose to persevere in prayer
and pursue a closer walk with God. This did not come easily for any pastor, as their
fallen nature within them encouraged an "easier" route. Prayer did not always give them
the immediate return they had hoped in order to stimulate consistent practice. If pastors
neglected to follow the "called" track ofministry, their prayer practices suffered.
Pastors lacking in prayer do not fare well for the spiritual health of their churches.
As spiritual leaders pastors' prayer practices influence the life of the church. Pastors
influence their congregations by their prayer lives or by the lack thereof. A praying
pastor builds up a praying church that seeks the Lord's leadership in their ministry
together.
Those pastors who worked through their struggles by persevering in prayer also
became transformed from the inside out. Their perseverance in prayer allowed spiritual
depth to enter their lives and ministry. They testified about the redemptive changes that
happened in their lives as a result ofprayer. This positively affected the spiritual health
of their church as their congregations became in tune with the need to be more intent in
prayer.
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
No greater compliment can be received from the Master than, "Well done, good
and faithful servant" (Matt. 25:23). Certainly all pastors want to hear this affirmation
from the Lord Jesus about their life and ministry when they enter into their etemal rest.
Yet how can they be assured that they are currently on the best course in their ministry? 1
believe the conclusions to my research can help pastors greater fulfill their calling to
ministry.
To begin let us imagine what kind of pastors would hear the words, "Well done,
good and faithful servant." We may be tempted to initially think of successful pastors in
terms of the "American dream" (i.e., the more, the better). Pastors who work hard to
increase church membership may receive evangelism awards. Pastors who build new
sanctuaries and family life centers may gain accolades from peers and laity alike. Finally
pastors who improve the financial giving of a congregation may appear to have the keys
to success. Although all may be laudable achievements for the kingdom ofGod,
Scripture does not list them as primary for pastors. God only knows the number of
pastors who have achieved these undertakings throughout their ministries but have failed
to completely fulfill their calling because of bumout or moral failure. When pastors have
worked hard to bring about such highlights in their ministries but find themselves
spiritually empty in the end, have they really been successful?
I believe the picture of successful pastors comes from those who "have fought the
good fight,. . . have finished the race," and "have kept the faith" (2 Tim. 4:7). They still
know the joy of the Lord at the end of their ministry. "Good and faithful" pastors leam
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over the course of their lives and ministry how to persevere in prayer (Luke 18:1) and to
go on to perfection (Heb. 6:1). Since they find ministry demanding and difficult in many
ways, these pastors discover spiritual resources beyond themselves to faithfiiUy fulfill
their calling to the end. Pastors who finish their ministry well honor God with their lives.
The following summary and conclusions point out that pastors who desire to finish well
develop their prayer lives throughout the course of their ministry.
The Call to Prayer
Jesus exemplified the priority of prayer in relationship to God throughout his
ministry. After being baptized by John (which signified the begirming of fiilfilling his
call to ministry), Jesus entered the desert for forty days ofprayer and fasting. He
regularly found time to pray in solitude (Mark 1 :35). He worshiped God on the Sabbath
according to his custom (Luke 4: 1 6). He taught the disciples the importance of
perseverance in prayer (Luke 1 8: 1 ff). He spent at least one hour praying prior to his
greatest trial (Matt. 26:38ff). One of his last words before his death was a prayer:
"Father, into your hands 1 commit my spirit" (Luke 23:34). If Jesus taught and practiced
prayer as the highest priority while in ministry, then should not pastors do the same? 1
believe attempting to minister apart from answering the call to prayer keeps pastors from
truly fiilfilling their call to ministry.
Prayer begins with the call to having a relationship with God. The experiences of
conversion and the call to ministry bring pastors' relationships with God to greater levels
in their lives. Yet those experiences do not necessarily live continually in their minds and
hearts. Just as Israel was prone to forget their relationship with the Lord their God
throughout their history, so pastors also forget the Lord at times in their ministries.
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Those pastors who invigorate their relationship with God through the regular practice of
prayer keep their conversion and calling continually fresh in their hearts and minds.
Growth in prayer leads to growth in faith for pastors and for their congregations. This
growth also leads to clearer calling and purpose in their lives and ministry. Those pastors
who continually attempt to fulfill the call apart from prayer deny the depth of God's
grace for themselves. Lack of growth in prayer contributes to continual frustration in
ministry and eventual bumout.
Therefore all pastors should consider the advantages of continually developing a
life of prayer whatever their current practices might be. God calls pastors to pray as the
means of relationship with God. Pastors answer this call by committing themselves to a
growing prayer life that leads to deeper depths of intimacy with God. They will
experience significant spiritual growth if they regularly overcome the obstacles they face
in ministry that stand against prayer.
Overcoming the Obstacles
Pastors face many obstacles within themselves and the life of the church that
challenge their ability to make prayer a priority in their lives. To the degree that pastors
successfully overcome these obstacles to prayer influence their potential to grow their
own spiritual lives as well as those of their parishioners. The obstacles to prayer
continually arise in pastoral ministry and victory over them for one day does not
guarantee victory for the next. When overcoming these obstacles regularly, pastors
prepare themselves to grow in prayer and in spiritual strength for the sake of their lives
and ministry.
From my research pastors identified three major obstacles that kept them from
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praying: lack of discipline, busyness, and distractions. 1 believe these obstacles are only
the symptoms ofmore fundamental issues. 1 will address these underlying obstacles with
two major headings: those internal obstacles within pastors and those obstacles presented
to pastors within the life of the church.
Internal Obstacles
Pastors who develop their life of prayer recognize two battles within themselves.
They first have a volitional battle between the call and the will to pray. Then they have
the struggle between pleasing the expectations of others and the expectations of God.
Volitional. Pastors do not pray because they do not have the will to pray.
Although they did not explicitly admit that during the interviews, they instead said they
lacked discipline. This corresponds with Jacques Ellul's testimony about his own
struggles with the practice ofprayer (vi).
I believe when pastors confess their weak desire to pray they come to a potential
turning point. Arriving to this place of confession releases pastors to begin receiving the
grace they so desperately need in order to pray. Pastors who overcome this obstacle avail
themselves to the means of grace, regardless of their feelings. Later I will show how
important the means of grace appears to those pastors who develop their lives of prayer
(seep. 134).
Pastors, particularly those from a Wesleyan tradition, leamed the importance of
seeking the means of grace in their studies for ministry. Yet their knowledge of grace
could become distorted to excuse them from pursuing the means of grace. In other words
they could justify their lack ofwill through their theological reinterpretation of grace.
For example praying often feels like hard work, requiring discipline and stamina. A
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misguided understanding of grace believes work is the opposite of grace. This leads
pastors to think that no work is necessary in order to receive grace. Therefore since
prayer is work, one does not need to pray in order to receive grace. This rationalization
for not praying keeps pastors from receiving the grace to pray at all, let alone do the
spiritual work ofministry.
Pastors overcome this obstacle by discovering their deeper need for God within
themselves. This usually requires pastors to experience some kind of adversity in their
lives before awaking to this irmer need. Prior to this they figure they have enough grace
to continue serving in ministry. Not until they experience intense frustration and their
human limitations do they rediscover their deeper need for grace. This will be discussed
in more detail under the section entitled, "The Role ofAdversity" (see p. 132).
Idolatry. Many pastors said busyness kept them from praying. All the demands
of the church caused them to invest their best time for doing church work. Visitation,
counseling, sermon writing, and administrative meetings required their priority time
above everything else. Pastors believed the church expected this work from them more
than prayer-not that parishioners did not expect them to pray but that prayer was not as
visibly important as the rest of the work that kept them busy. Consequently pastors often
succumb to the expectations of church members in this way, not realizing such behavior
can become idolatrous. They quickly please the demands of the people instead of placing
first the priorities ofGod for commitment to prayer and Scripture for their devotional
lives. This corresponds to Dallas Willard's concem that churches do not seriously
consider their pastors' interaction with God as an important part of their performance
(90).
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Pastors cannot blame churches alone for this demand for them to appear busy.
Pastors like being busy since it is an exalted cultural value that highlights the importance
ofpeople. Pastors face the temptation of appearing to be busy so as to justify their self-
worth. Eugene Peterson says such busyness reveals the vanity of pastors (18).
Here we see another distortion of grace in action. With this distortion pastors
think that in order for them to accomplish the increasing demands ofministry they must
work harder and harder. Instead of praying to discern the work God desires for them to
do, pastors spend all their time performing "church work." Pastors often forget to pursue
grace for themselves so that they could continue to extend grace to others.
Pastors overcome this obstacle by first recognizing busyness as idolatry. Pastors
often interpret their faithfulness to God not in terms of pursuing a relationship with God
through grace but in being faithful by accomplishing church work as defmed by church
members and previous pastors. Hospital, nursing home, and other forms of visitation are
fulfilling and graced-filled ministries. Sermon preparation certainly is a high priority for
pastors' ministries. Administration, leadership, and program planning play an important
role for the progression ofhealthy life in a local church. However none of these can
replace the work of individual and corporate prayer within the life of the church. When
pastors neglect to pray they get caught up in the never-ending, increasing demands of
"church work." Only through prayer can pastors receive the grace needed for God's
priority in their lives and ministry for the sake of the local church.
Obstacles from within the Life of the Church
A significant finding in my research showed that pastors experience their greatest
difficuhies with conflicts in the church. These trials ofministry test the faith of pastors
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that often affect the fervency of their prayer lives.
Because of their fallen nature, people have the capacity to hurt one another, even
within the life of the church. For example quite often the misuse of the tongue harms
people within the church family. Conflicts within the church often lead people to say
negative things about pastors to people who do not help resolve conflict.
These negative experiences that happen to pastors throughout their ministry often
affect their sense to "press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called
[them] heavenward in Christ Jesus" (Phil. 3:14). In the midst of their difficulties, pastors
often forget the truth of Ephesians 6:12: "For our struggle is not against flesh and blood,
but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and
against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms." They are tempted to become
more politically motivated than spiritually motivated in order to succeed in ministry.
Instead of initially praying through these conflicts like Jesus did in the garden of
Gethsemane, pastors are tempted to marshal their political resources that would serve
them favorably in their current circumstances.
When ministry becomes a publicity battle instead of a spiritual battle, the mission
focus changes. The calling begins to be sold out for a career. Pastors focus upon
survival, enduring until the next appointment and eventually retirement. They resist
sharing their struggles with others, fearing that gossip will come back to hurt them again.
Although few pastors consciously choose to trade their calling for a career, their lack of
fervent prayer through pursuing the means of grace prevents them from keeping a check
on this gradual digression.
Because pastors use other means than spiritual to fight their battles, they easily get
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distracted from prayer while pursuing other means to release their stress. These means
often include the leisure of sporting events, entertainment, and vacations. Such means
may include moments of grace, but when they become psychologically necessary for
survival in ministry they harm more than help because of their distraction from the more
important things of God. To pursue the worldly means of recreation above the means of
grace for recovery from ministry denies the priority of nurturing the spiritual life (Matt.
6:33).
Behind the distractions lies another distortion of grace in terms of God's
sovereignty. Instead of embracing the hurt experienced in ministry as a means leading to
grace, pastors often resist at any cost the vulnerability to experience pain in their lives.
They do not trust themselves into God's loving care, not believing God will lead them
through their "dark valleys." They do not have faith in God's providence that all things
would work out for good for them in the long term (Rom. 8:28). Instead of believing
God is in control, they take control to prevent their vulnerability to pain in the church. In
effect instead of abandoning themselves to God, they keep themselves from God. They
do not see how God uses their adversities as a means of grace for their spiritual growth
(which will be covered in the next section).
To overcome the obstacles that exist within the church, pastors who develop their
prayer lives remember to pursue the means of grace more than other stress relievers.
Praying helps them to be open to what God is doing in them and through them while
experiencing their adversities. They could then forgive those who hurt them. They could
leam to become more like Jesus while experiencing the interpersonal conflicts within the
church.
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Many of the pastors interviewed failed to return to the means of grace
continually because of their inability to consistently overcome these obstacles. United
Methodist pastors depended more on grace in theory while often neglecting the means to
experience that grace in practice. Too often they leaned upon their faulty understanding
of God's grace as an excuse to not pursue the means of grace. Not until adversity came
into their lives did these pastors reevaluate their understanding and pursuit of grace.
The Role ofAdversity
A significant finding of this study shows how God uses adversity in the pastors'
lives to draw them closer to God. Often the pastors said that in the midst of a difficulty
they could not handle themselves; they began to pray more often than they had
previously. An overwhelming 73.33 percent of pastors interviewed said they prayed
more as a result of adversity (see Table 8 p. 104).
God's mercy becomes apparent through adversity when pastors realize they need
God more than ever before. They think they are ruiming well in ministry when suddenly
they discover they need to tune up their relationship with God. The adversities serve as
wake up calls for pastors to pursue the means of grace more intently.
Sometimes pastors pray regularly but without focus and intensity. Although
going through the motions maintain their practice of prayer, that action did not
necessarily facilitate effectual communication between them and God. Other times
pastors leave the common means of grace (i.e., daily devotional time) thinking another
way could help them keep spiritually fit. This includes the time, type, and direction of
their acts of devotion. Adversity awakes them to "get back to the basics." Pastors often
discover that difficulties best serve to bring attention to their need for God's grace at that
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particular time in their lives.
A personal example best illustrates this point. After a period of frustration in my
ministry at a particular church, 1 became angry towards God for their resistance to my
best efforts. I became angry because 1 tried intensely to do everything 1 knew best to do
to help that church become healthy. Regardless ofmy efforts and intention, 1 received
complaints and criticisms about my ministry. Some powerful "owners" of the church did
not care for my leadership. As a resuh I wrestled with my calling, my ability, and God's
faithfiilness to me. 1 quietly wondered if "God was leading me" out of pastoral ministry.
Through conversations with other Christians and through their prayers, 1 began to gain
God's perspective on my situation. Did 1 presume to know God's agenda for the church
without intently seeking prayerful step-by-step confirmation from God? Was 1 trying to
apply a certain church growth agenda to this particular church apart from praying about
my context and discerning its particular application? Could I see the bigger picture that
God saw conceming what God wanted to accomplish at that church and in me at that
particular time?
This experience provided a spiritual growth spurt for me. I gained a better
understanding of God's sovereignty and providence in life. In deeper ways 1 leamed to
tmst God with my life and ministry, yielding more to God's direction through prayer.
God showed me my arrogant presumptions about ministry and the church. 1 leamed to
become more humble while working with God's people. 1 also leamed to tmst God with
the results ofministry, which by the numbers did not appear to look good at this church. 1
began to understand how God uses trials and difficulties in our lives for a greater purpose
that often we cannot see when in the midst of them. I also discovered how much more 1
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needed the accountability and the prayers of others.
During this time 1 attended a prayer conference where 1 leamed that 1 was not just
stmggling against the personalities of the church leadership, but I was also wrestling
against spiritual forces within myself and within the context of the church. As a result 1
died more to self and gained an increased intensity in worship and evangelistic preaching.
1 began to meet with another pastor once a week for a time of prayer. 1 prayed with more
fervency and overcame my facade of going through the motions of daily prayer thinking
that kept me spiritually in tune with God. I began experiencing God's presence in new
ways. 1 leamed to rest in God's presence when in the midst of conflict. 1 experienced
again that praying about everything often led to a peace that passes understanding.
Similar growing experiences in prayer happen in various ways for pastors who are
willing to grow in their relationship with God. Such experiences include
1 . Opening up their minds to deal with their misunderstanding of grace within the
difficult experiences ofministry;
2. Confessing their tendency to forget their First Love; and,
3. Yielding their lives anew to God, giving God permission to shape their
relationship even through difficult circumstances.
As a result of these experiences, they may pursue the means of grace more fervently.
Pursuing the Means ofGrace to Develop Prayer
Pastors grow in their relationship with God through the daily pursuit of the means
of grace. Methodist pastors cannot be faithful to their theological heritage and calling
apart from practicing this pursuit. Since Wesley believed the chiefmeans of grace was
prayer (because prayer was involved with every other means of grace-Burwash 152),
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pastors develop their prayer lives through the intentional use of the means of grace.
A significant finding of this study reveals that most United Methodist pastors
recognized the experiential importance of the means of grace. Table 9 (see p. 1 07) shows
that 90 percent of the pastors interviewed predominately experienced the presence of God
through the means of grace. These pastors have experienced the refreshment ofGod's
Spirit to their spirit through these means of grace.
Pursuing the means of grace is a conscious choice for pastors who resolve to
develop their prayer lives. First they choose to actively seek God within the community
of believers. Second they also choose to actively engage in those disciplines within times
of solitude that also lead them to receive grace.
Community
The Christian community nurtures faith and prayer within the lives of believers.
Within the community believers together pursue the means of grace that strengthen their
faith. To develop their faith through prayer within the community, pastors find worship,
small groups, and mentors as the best means of grace for them.
Worship. Pastors leam to pray in deeper ways to God through the experience of
communal worship. Together in worship Christians leam to pray from tradition (e.g.,
"Our Father") and from the prayers they hear their contemporaries pray. They leam how
to relate to God through the testimonies of others that eventually translate into
experiences they can call their own. Such experiences of God rarely happen apart from
the Christian community. Through the witness of the community, they leam how to walk
with God.
A significant finding from my study reveals that more pastors experience God's
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presence through corporate worship than any other means of grace (see Table 9 p. 107).
Pastors who grow in their prayer lives grasped this important truth: Active participation
in corporate worship feeds their personal devotional life.
When pastors begin to worship with others among their congregation, they
experience God's presence in corporate worship more often. Pastors truly worship
among the community of faith when they lead less and participate more, having less
control ofwhat was happening in worship. This happens often for pastors in
contemporary services that depend less on the traditional worship leadership of the pastor
and more lay leadership throughout the service. In addition pastors would be caught by
surprise by God's presence during particular acts within worship (e.g., baptism and
exchanging the peace).
Small Group. No other setting provides better encouragement and accountability
for pastors than within a small group. From twelve-step programs to Bible studies,
pastors' testimonies show that a small group has a significant impact upon their spiritual
growth. At a small group, pastors grow in their prayer life from listening to those who
pray in the group whether lay or clergy. They also leam how to pray for others in ways
they have not yet experienced. They gain from the sharing of other participants in the
group conceming their spiritual lives. Small groups provide the forum to call pastors'
prayer lives to account. Such accountability helps to keep pastors on their toes
spiritually, given they are being honest with themselves and with those in the group.
David Lowes Watson confirms the importance of small groups with his study of
Wesley's class meetings being the key to spiritual formation for the early Methodists
(226).
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Mentors. A significant finding fiom my research reveals 83.33 percent of the
pastors interviewed leamed how to pray from influential people in their lives (see Table
1 1 p. 1 16). They also benefited from instmcfion (56.67 percent) and encouragement
(33.33 percent) through such people. Those pastors who prayed with the greatest
devofion usually had some significant person in their life that influenced them to pray in
that manner. Their mentors taught to them, inspired in them, and exemplified for them
the practice ofprayer. Gordon MacDonald concurs with the importance ofmentors in the
development of a prayer life. He believes both contemporary examples in life and
direction from the writings of the saints in church history help us to pray (201).
Consequently pastors benefit from the discovery ofmentors early in their lives
who emphasize and practice prayer. Such mentors leave a living legacy of prayer that
influences not only the pastors but the congregations of these pastors as well. Just as
Jesus was a mentor to the disciples in teaching them to pray, these mentors served pastors
in like manner. If they do not have a mentor early in their lives, at a later time they
realize their need for instmction conceming prayer. Whether they receive instmction or
mentoring in any depth conceming prayer often makes a difference in their ministry
remaining a call as opposed to becoming a career.
Solitude
The hard work of discipleship often advances through the discipline of solitude.
Taking time to be alone with God establishes a foundation for a life of prayer for pastors.
Such investment in solitude pays dividends of spiritual growth and guidance not only for
pastors but also for those to whom they minister. The various and rich means of grace
available through solitude lead pastors into rewarding experiences of God's presence.
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According to Gordon MacDonald significant time in solitude and silence prepares the
soul to meet with God, which is necessary in order to develop an authentic life ofprayer
(199). In solitude they hear God speak to them through Scripture and prayer. They hear
the call to ministry, receive ideas for sermons, and recognize areas where they need to
grow. In reflection they see how God works through them, sometimes in spite of them.
This solitude does not happen apart from being connected to the community of
faith. Pastors who practice prayerful solitude have friends and mentors who encourage
them in this discipline. From the community they receive their direction for their need in
solitude. Pastors' practice of solitude includes Scripture and devotional reading, silent
prayer, written prayers, verbal prayers, joumaling, singing hymns and songs of praise
among other acts of personal devotion. Solitude has both common and particular
elements for those who practice it.
Lectio Divina. The common element of solitude includes lectio divina, the
practice of spiritual reading and prayer. John Wesley instructed all Methodist preachers
to read the Scriptures and pray daily. The apostles in the sixth chapter ofActs committed
themselves to the ministry of the word and prayer. No substitute commitment exists for
pastors to care for their own souls and to minister to the Christian community. All
pastors who grow spiritually spend time reading the Scriptures for personal spiritual
formation (as opposed to only gaining spiritual information for a lesson or sermon) and
praying with the help of the Holy Spirit.
Uniqueness. One of the unexpected findings throughout the interviews was the
variety ofways pastors practiced their devotional time. The various times, places, and
circumstances that surround their devotional practices are unique to each pastor. Those
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who persevere in prayer discover what works best for them. Their resources, practices,
and settings may change over time while they continue to seek what works best for them
in their practice ofprayer towards encountering the Lord. They understand their own
uniqueness gives them direction in how they best approach God in private prayer and
spiritual reading. Along the lines of each of us being unique in developing our prayer
lives, Roberta Bondi encourages the approach of first finding a manner of prayer that gets
us started and then allow it to change as our relationship with God grows through time
and experience (Pray 48-49).
Bearing Fruit ThatWiU Last
Consequently pastors who fulfill their call to ministry practice a life ofprayer.
This life ofprayer informs, sustains, and directs their call to ministry. As a result they
find themselves working for the etemal kingdom ofGod as opposed to their own little
kingdom. They receive grace from the Etemal One who gives them their commission to
preach the gospel to every person. Prayer as an act of abiding in Christ leads them to
bear fmit for etemity through their ministry.
They do not pastor to gain a paycheck or to build up their retirement accounts.
They preach because of the call of God upon their lives. Their congregations receive a
word from God because they have been with God. God continually transforms them
from the inside out, and their congregations become transformed as well. The slow
process of spiritual growth is not seen with eyes of the flesh but recognized with eyes of
the spirit. By bearing much spiritual fruit for etemity, they glorify God.
Perseverance describes the key for pastors who bear fmit for etemity. Pastors
must persevere in prayer and ministry in order to fulfill their calling. According to Steve
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Harper, the perseverance of John Wesley in his life of prayer testifies to God's grace at
work in his life towards developing a life ofprayer (Prayer 57). God's grace is available
to all pastors to persevere in this way.
Implications for Existing Body ofKnowledge
Pastors in America do not naturally pray as they believe they should. In the
church today, more talk exists about prayer than the actual practice of praying. Pastors
require accountability and encouragement for growing their prayer lives. Although books
exist in how to pray, my research shows that personal mentors exemplifying prayer make
the greatest impact for prayer upon pastors. This study points out the importance for
pastors to develop their prayer lives for the sake of their congregations. Ifpastors neglect
prayer, they neglect the power for themselves and their congregations for ministry.
Future Studies
As a future study, one could develop the idea ofmatching certain personality
types with prayer practices. Although a book has been published on this topic out of the
Catholic tradition (Praver and Temperament by Chester Michael and Marie Norrisey),
other church traditions could enhance this study. Beyond personality types, people with
certain issues (addictions, insecurities, family background, etc.) present challenges to
match the best approach for their spiritual formation. What prayer practices would be
best for them?
Another future study may involve how the experience of the Holy Spirit
influences prayer life. Mentors influenced pastors to pray in the way that they leamed to
pray. Pastors' perceptions and experiences of the Holy Spirit also had influences in the
way they prayed. For example does having a "prayer language" make a significant
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difference in a prayer life? To analyze the various experiences of the Holy Spirit and the
effects on their prayer lives may yield fruit for the Church to consider.
Finally another future study may research the difference between pastors
resigning their prayer practices through subtle discouragements and picking up their
prayer practices through adversity. When do discouragements become adversities and
adversities become discouragements? What happens inside pastors that make them want
to seek God in some circumstances but withdraw from seeking God in others?
Summary of Significant Findings
The following summarizes the significant findings previously mentioned throughout
this chapter.
1 . Many pastors in America believe they are too busy to pray.
2. Adversities for pastors happen frequently within the church.
3. Adversity often reminds pastors of their deeper need for God through prayer.
4. Pastors experience the presence of God in prayer most often when they pursue
the means of grace and most particularly through corporate worship.
5. Pastors' prayer practices vary greatly in location, time, and occasion.
6. Mentors give the greatest directional influence for the practice ofprayer in the
lives of pastors.
Limitations of the Study
1 believe many of the findings of the study can be universally applied. United
Methodist pastors in particular will find this study helpful because of the emphasis upon
the means of grace that stems from their theological tradition. The struggles that pastors
face in Central Florida relate to the problems of prosperity, materialism, and urban
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growth. In this context people often do not think of needing God in any desperate terms;
consequently, pastors discover their need to pray when they discover their deeper need
for God in their lives.
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APPENDIX A
Letter to Prospective Interviewee
August 1,2000
Pastor
Orlando, FL
Dear Pastor:
As a colleague I am asking for your help as 1 work on my dissertation for the Doctor of
Ministry degree from Asbury Theological Seminary. My area of concentration is in
Spiritual Formation. My dissertation concems the prayer practices ofpastors.
1 will soon be calling you to request an appointment for an interview. In this interview I
would like you to tell me about your experience of God's grace through prayer. I will
keep your responses in confidence. I will be using a tape recorder to analyze the
responses from thirty pastors. You will be a representative of various stages in pastoral
ministry within the United Methodist Church in Central Florida. I will not address you
by name while we are recording. I will be using a stenographer who lives in another part
of the state. I will not quote you anonymously apart from your prior consent. The
interview should take between one-half to one hour.
From your experiences I hope to discover some common factors that help pastors to pray.
I look forward to making an appointment with you soon.
Sincerely in Christ,
Rev. James A. Bradshaw
Pastor, First United Methodist Church of Sanford
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APPENDIX B
Interview Questions
1 . Describe a typical day of your life when you resolve to pray.
Probing Question: Can you recall a particular day when you felt your prayer
life had a direct influence on what you did or what happened in your life?
2. Have you ever encountered a brick wall, when you felt you were not getting
through to God? Or, that God was not doing what you had hoped in ministry?
Describe how you endured such a time as a pastor.
Probing Question: Give an example of how that affected your prayer life.
3. Tell me about how you have experienced the presence of God in a special way in
your life . . . and in the life of your congregation.
Probing Question: Can you recall some of your prayer practices at that time?
4. What particular people have been instrumental in your leaming to pray?
Probing Question: What did the person do to encourage you to pray?
5. What is the greatest threat to your life of prayer?
6. What helps you most in your life of prayer?
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